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Since April, protests have been taking place over the rights of the Standing 
Rock Sioux tribe in North Dakota. The 
Dakota Access Pipeline has been hugely 
controversial, as it goes through the water 
supply of the Standing Rock Sioux, and if 
a spill ever occurred, their source would 
be contaminated. It will also go through a 
sacred burial ground. Further, with climate 
change coming to the forefront of global 
dialogue, the growth of oil infrastructure 
has been protested country-wide. 
Unlike the relatively peaceful protests 
of the Kinder Morgan pipeline here in 
Vancouver, these have been escalating 
in the level of police violence towards 
protesters since they’ve begun. In 
September, protests gained momentum 
when pipeline workers bulldozed a 
sacred historic site. However, security 
at the site used attack dogs against the 
protestors, and five protestors were bitten. 
Over the weekend, the protests 
took place in 26 degree Fahrenheit 
temperatures, with the police spraying 
protestors with pepper spray, rubber 
bullets, and freezing water. Over 
300 people were injured, many of 
whom had hypothermia from the 
water freezing on their clothes. 
The protests started with only the 
Standing Rock standing up against the 
pipeline, but they’ve been progressively 
joined by people from across the nation 
who are upset with the way the Standing 
Rock Sioux have been treated, including 
celebrities such as Shailene Woodley, 
who was arrested during the protests, and 
Mark Ruffalo, who has also worked hard 
to bring the protests to public attention.
The level of violence and aggression 
occurring against the protestors is 
incredibly disheartening. The fact that the 
Obama administration ignored the 100,000 
signature petition hand-delivered by 
young members of the tribe is saddening, 
especially because he is billed as such an 
understanding, progressive president. 
As the conflict worsens, the majority 
of media is still not covering it in any 
substantial way, and most people follow 
the protests through social media such 
as Twitter and Facebook. In this divisive 
time for America, the government and 
mass media are turning their backs on the 
Sioux in their time of struggle and need. 
Over the past century, the 
governments of Canada and the US have 
been trying to slowly rebuild relationships 
with Indigenous populations, and to me 
this lack of empathy for their land rights 
and their communities is a huge step 
backwards. We are incredibly lucky to be 
sharing this continent with them; they 
are, unfortunately, much less fortunate 
to have to share it with us. In return, 
the least we should do is be respectful 
of their land and respect their wishes. 
So many of these protests stem from the 
fact that Indigenous communities were 
not consulted before plans are made; 
we have seen it many times in BC alone. 
And with global warming taking place, 
we have another reason to be fighting 
back against pipelines: not just to protect 
North America, but the entire planet.
While we stand against the Trans 
Mountain pipeline, we need to hold 
those going through so much terror and 
aggression close to us. No matter how 
disheartening this is, it is still wonderful 
to see so many people organizing in North 
Dakota to stand against this oppression, 
hand in hand with the Standing Rock 
Sioux. We have a right to protest, no 
matter how hard law enforcement 
and the military are trying to take it 
away from those in North Dakota.
 O The Other Press has been Douglas 
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The death of a beluga whale at the Vancouver Aquarium has the 
organization under public scrutiny.
Qila, aged 21, died of unknown causes 
on November 16. A necropsy is expected 
to be completed on November 23. 
Qila was the first beluga to be 
both conceived and born in a Canadian 
aquarium on July 23, 1995. She had 
lived her entire life in captivity, and 
had a calf named Tiqa in 2008, who 
died three years after her birth.
Aurora, Qila’s 29-year-old mother, 
still survives at the aquarium. She briefly 
fell ill around the same time as her 
daughter’s death, exhibiting symptoms of 
abdominal discomfort. These symptoms 
are similar to those exhibited by Qila 
shortly before her death. Aurora is 
now allegedly on the mend, yet it is 
questionable whether or not that will 
mean a full recovery. According to CBC, 
John Nightingale, president and CEO of 
the Vancouver Aquarium, explained that 
when Qila exhibited these symptoms, 
she too had shown signs of recovery, 
but then her condition worsened 
again and she died within minutes.
“She hasn’t been eating and since 
marine mammals get the water they 
need through their food, she’s been given 
fluids. She’s also been given some broad 
spectrum antibiotics and analgesics to 
ease whatever pain there might be,” said 
Nightingale on Aurora’s condition to CBC. 
Qila’s death has created a window 
for anti-aquarium activists to bring up 
their concerns, including Sarah Kirby-
Yung, chair of the Vancouver Parks Board. 
Kirby-Yung is pushing for a referendum 
question to be included on the ballots for 
the 2018 Vancouver municipal election.
“I think the responsible thing to do is 
to take the time to have real constructive 
public dialogue,” Kirby-Yung said to CBC.
The Vancouver Aquarium made a 
pledge 20 years ago to not capture whales 
for their exhibits. While that may be a 
relief for some, many are still concerned 
about the livability of the tanks at the 
aquarium. In the last 11 years, 3 of the 
belugas born in captivity have died before 
they reached 3 years old, such as Tiqa.
Kirby-Yung witnessed one of these 
births as the former vice-president of 
communications for the aquarium, and 
sees the values in keeping belugas.
“Having belugas at the aquarium, 
and cetaceans, has provided huge 
benefits in terms of engaging the public 
and their appreciation for marine 
life and marine conservation.”
Nightingale added, “They are 
fit and adapted to live the life they 
lead and different things matter to 
them than what matters to us.”
öö Death of Qila brings renewed scrutiny
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Aquarium in hot water after beluga death
Coquitlam residents have joined forces to find a solution to a pertinent 
issue in their community concerning 
the Coquitlam River and its watershed; 
in fact, they’ve been formulating their 
strategy for the past few years. 
Melissa Dick, an environmental 
researcher, has been chosen as the 
coordinator of the group, which is 
composed of members from the 
local First Nations; the gravel mining 
industry; real estate businesses; 
municipal, provincial, and federal 
government branches; and BC Hydro. 
“I’m trying to get the attitudes 
shifting on how people connect 
with a healthy watershed,” Dick 
explained to Tri-City News.
“[In addition], I will be doing a lot of 
public outreach. We need to build that 
sense of stewardship [in the community]. 
That’s the message I hope to promote.”
A watershed is any area of land 
where snow or rain drain into rivers, 
ponds, lakes, or groundwater. Many towns 
and cities across Canada lie on varying 
sizes of watersheds, which can cross 
provincial and international borders. 
Concerned individuals have formulated 
a roundtable to discuss the important 
issues surrounding the watershed 
they live on, including the ecological 
sustainability of its environment. 
According to the Coquitlam River 
Watershed website, the roundtable’s 
mission is to “facilitate collaborative 
resolution of urban growth and natural 
resource use pressures consistent with 
agreed community objectives and values; 
inform and educate people about these 
matters and the watershed; and promote 
and support conservation of a sustainable, 
healthy watershed environment.” In 
addition, they’ve highlighted ecosystem 
integrity, native bio-diversity, natural 
beauty and resources, public access and 
recreation, and the responsibility to 
protect as some of the values they uphold. 
The Coquitlam River watershed 
lies over parts of the city itself and 
Port Coquitlam. A section of the land 
has traditionally been a part of the 
Kwikwetlem First Nation, and the 
roundtable hopes to ease worries for 
its sustainability in the near future. 
Since the colonization of Coquitlam, 
urban developments and commercial use 
have taken their toll on the watershed 
area. Industrial ventures in the past such 
as logging and gravel mining have affected 
the potential of a vibrant Coquitlam river 
and its salmon numbers, a strong concern.
Chum salmon have fared well in 
the local rivers and streams, but their 
resiliency doesn’t overshadow the 
carelessness that Dick hopes to correct. 
By avoiding the dumping of harmful 
substances into local waterways and 
spreading awareness of the campaign 
against invasive species, Dick hopes to 
teach all generations to appreciate the 
rivers they have before they are gone. 
However, before they do, 
the roundtable needs to receive 
funding to spread the word.
Wash away those watershed worries
öö New plans in place for Coquitlam’s watershed roundtable 
Aaron Guillen
Staff Reporter
Mercedes Deutscher
News Editor
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The library square hosted thousands of protesters on November 19, who 
were there to oppose the continuation of 
the Trans Mountain pipeline expansion.
The expansion would twin a second 
pipeline to the existing Trans Mountain 
pipeline, owned and operated by 
Kinder Morgan, in order to transport 
up to three times the amount of oil that 
the current pipeline does. Overall, it 
would cost $6.8 million to complete.
Those opposing the project are 
placing increasing pressure on the 
federal government, who have until 
December 19 to make a decision on 
whether or not the project will proceed. 
The expansion comes with a list of 
risks and concerns. One of those concerns 
would be working with Aboriginal land 
titles that intersect with where the 
pipeline is laid—between Edmonton, 
through Kamloops, Sumas, Burnaby, and 
terminating at Port Metro. Allegedly, 
Kinder Morgan has not been enthusiastic 
in speaking with Aboriginal communities 
about their projects in the past.
An addition, the Trans Mountain 
pipeline also brings up a growing list of 
environmental concerns. While a pipeline 
is arguably one of the safest methods of 
transporting oil, it is not flawless. Since 
2005, there have been four oil spills due 
to human error on the Trans Mountain 
pipeline, and environmentalists are 
concerned that tripling the pipeline’s 
capacity could have tragic results.
Some may speculate that it is 
seeming like the federal Liberals 
may go on to approve the project, 
because of the creation of a national 
oil spill response plan. The Canadian 
government may soon see increased 
pressure to approve pipeline projects in 
the future, especially with an incoming 
American government who is allegedly 
in favor of an oil-based economy. 
One of the many opposing 
voices belongs to Vancouver 
mayor Gregor Robertson.
“Putting a much bigger pipeline and 
seven times the oil tankers into the waters 
around Vancouver would be a direct 
threat and potential massive economic 
impact on Canada and Vancouver in 
particular,” Robertson said to CBC.
Another opposing governing 
official is Liberal Port Coquitlam-
Coquitlam MP Rob McKinnon, who 
has been opposed to the pipeline 
even before he was elected in 2015. 
“I think the problem here is 
that risks don’t match the benefits. 
There are benefits absolutely, but the 
potential risks are catastrophic. Even 
though the likelihood of a spill from a 
tanker is fairly low, the consequences 
of that spill would be enormous,” 
McKinnon explained to CBC. 
Both Robertson and Green 
Party Leader Elizabeth May warned 
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau that 
approving such a project without more 
consultation could have disastrous 
results for the federal Liberals. 
“The message to Justin Trudeau 
is clear from British Columbians: 
this is a line in the sands, you do not 
cross this and think you’ll ever elect 
a Liberal MP in British Columbia 
ever again,” May said to CTV.
The Government of Canada made changes to the terms of the 
Repayment Assistance Plan for its 
Canada Student Loans in the 2016 
federal budget, meaning that no single 
Canadian borrowing a Canada Student 
Loan will have to make payments on it 
until they earn at least $25,000 per year.
Under the new terms of the 
Repayment Assistance Plan, families 
under a certain income threshold may 
apply for zero payments every six months 
if they reside in Canada (with exceptions 
for international interns and reservists), 
at least six months have passed since the 
borrower’s graduation, and the borrower 
is up to date on their loan payments.
A single person must have a family 
income not more than $25,000 to be 
eligible, while a family of two must earn at 
most $39,052, three at most $50,457, four 
at most $59,512, and five or more at most 
$67,825 to be eligible, while those making 
over their respective limit may still be able 
to apply for a reduced monthly payment.
In a press release, MaryAnn 
Mihychuk, the Minister of Employment, 
Workforce Development and Labour, 
stated, “The future prosperity of our 
country depends on young Canadians 
getting the education and training 
needed to succeed in the job market. As 
a result of this new measure, students 
will be better positioned to transition 
into the workforce after graduation.”
Ariele Kehler, a student at Brandon 
University and a borrower of a Canada 
Student Loan, claimed that the new 
changes take “a huge load off [her] 
shoulders,” and “are a game changer.”
She further elaborated on her 
situation by saying, “Currently, I am 
very much dependent on my student 
loans to pay tuition and provide me 
with basic living expenses. Even 
working 20 or more hours a week, I 
am a part of Canada’s working poor.”
Changes were also made to Canada 
Student Grants on August 1, with all 
amounts increased by 50 per cent, so 
that full-time students from low-income 
families may now be granted $3,000 per 
year, while $1,800 is now available for 
part-time students from low-income 
families, and $1,200 is available for 
students from middle-income families.
The changes to the federal budget 
mark “the first significant increase” 
to the Repayment Assistance Plan’s 
thresholds and Canada Student Grants 
since 2009, and benefit the—as of 
2013–14—approximately 750,000 
Canadians repaying Canada Student 
Loans, almost 234,000 of which used 
the Repayment Assistance Plan.
Kinder Morgan battle rages between 
people and governments
öö Downtown protest draws thousands
Canada Student Loans repayment 
threshold raised
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öö Students start benefiting from Liberal budget change
Mercedes Deutscher
News Editor
Logan Praznik
The Quill
issue 12 // volume 43 news // no. 5
As an Aboriginal woman and co-president of the collective, Natasha 
Webb takes pride in the time and effort 
she invests in building a community 
amongst members, students, and 
allies at the DSU Aboriginal Students’ 
Collective. In addition, the collective has 
regarded itself as a great support system 
for networking, skill building, cultural 
learning, and volunteer opportunities. 
“Sonia Keshane, a former student, 
and her colleagues founded this collective 
a few years ago after recognizing the needs 
and desires of Aboriginal students on 
campus,” said Webb.
“Following her graduation, the 
collective quieted for a year, only to be 
passed on to Sara Hotomanie and I as 
co-presidents. This will be our last year at 
Douglas, and we saw the importance in 
creating something sustainable for future 
Aboriginal students coming to this school. 
We are a small collective with currently 
five executives and eight active members. 
We meet at a minimum once a month 
at both campuses and weekly for online 
meetings. Not having a regular scheduled 
time, we utilize social media and group 
email to regularly promote upcoming 
meetings and events.”
The DSU Aboriginal Students’ 
Collective has built a partnership with 
the Douglas College Students’ Union 
and Student Life offices, coming together 
on the Sister’s in Spirit lantern vigil, an 
annual event of remembrance for missing 
and murdered Indigenous women across 
Canada. Several cultural activities are 
in the works, including monthly sweats 
at a community sweat lodge. Currently, 
smudging, an ancient and sacred practice 
used for restoring energy and healing, is 
in the Aboriginal Student Lounge every 
Wednesday at 4 p.m. and Friday at 12:30 
p.m. 
In the grand scheme of things, the 
collective at Douglas has joined with 
other colleges and universities to build 
the Indigenous Students’ Collective, a 
group dedicated to creating joint events, 
advocacy, and information sharing 
between all Indigenous students. A major 
focus of theirs has been raising awareness 
and funds around the Dakota Access and 
BC Pipelines. Besides raising awareness 
for events they’re concerned about, 
they’ve also taken the initiative to invite 
all who are willing to learn more about 
their culture.
“The Aboriginal Students’ Collective 
has always been open to all staff and 
students, allies, status, and non-status 
individuals. We currently have as many 
allies within the collective as we do 
Aboriginal identified members,” said 
Webb.
“Like many communities, the 
Aboriginal community benefits from allies 
in [the] fight to eliminate stereotypes 
and provide valuable support to those in 
oppressed groups who may not have the 
power, status, or opportunity to influence 
institutional and systemic change.”
The DSU Aboriginal Students’ 
Collective hopes to support students and 
staff in understanding Aboriginal culture 
on campus through the presence of 
Aboriginal students. Notably, Indigenous 
individuals are not well represented in 
a variety of spaces in society as a whole. 
According to Webb, the support she 
has received from Indigenous students 
across the lower mainland has been 
overwhelming.
“I am a part of the collective because, 
not only has it assisted in creating a sense 
of community and belonging within 
Douglas College for myself and other 
students, but it has also given me the 
opportunity to participate in traditional 
healing practices and learn more about 
my culture firsthand.
“To someone thinking about joining 
this club, I hope you ask yourselves what is 
stopping you,” she said. “Your studies only 
last a few years, but the relationships and 
learning that come from participating stay 
with you. Time is an issue for all of us, but 
participation in club meetings is only a 
call away. As a mature student, I regret not 
participating the first time around!”
On November 3, a potlatch celebration was held to commemorate the 
raising of the eight-metre Survivors’ 
Pole at Pigeon Park, which is on the 
corner of East Hastings Street and 
Carrall Street. The celebration was held 
with the permission of the Musqueam, 
Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh Nations, 
on whose unceded territory Vancouver 
sits, and followed both Coast Salish 
and Haida potlatch traditions. It 
included ceremonial storytelling, drums, 
singing, and dancing from members 
of many First Nations groups in BC.
Vancouver mayor Gregor 
Robertson and several First 
Nations and city community 
leaders attended the ceremony.
The totem pole was raised to 
remember and encourage people who 
suffer through oppression and injustice, 
both in the past and in modern society. 
Among advocates present at the raising 
were LGBTQ+ groups, survivors of 
Japanese internment camps, those 
affected by gentrification and poverty 
in the Downtown Eastside, and other 
groups/organizations that represent 
the underprivileged in Vancouver. 
The project was started by Bernie 
Williams, known by her Haida name 
Skundaal, a master carver who trained 
under famed Haida artist Bill Reid. 
Funding officially began with a 2013 
Kickstarter campaign, and was initially 
planning to simply raise awareness 
for discrimination against Indigenous 
peoples in Canada. The campaign 
eventually went on to raise $20,000. 
It quickly became a rallying point for 
advocacy groups around the city. 
“The pole took a life of its own,” 
said Skundaal, in a statement with 
the City of Vancouver. “Everybody 
is down here for a reason.”
The Sacred Circle Society, based in 
the Downtown Eastside, is an Aboriginal 
rights advocacy group comprised of 
chiefs representing nations ranging from 
Squamish all the way to the Haida. 
Skundaal, whose mother was 
murdered exactly 39 years ago on the 
day of the raising, had been working on 
the project with them for more than a 
decade. It’s constructed in a classic Haida 
style with a bear, a whale, a raven, and 
topped with a Thunderbird. It is built 
from a 1,000-year-old cedar, according 
to the groups’ Kickstarter page. 
Full funding was achieved in June 
of this year with donations and support 
from the Vancouver Park Board, the City 
of Vancouver, the Vancouver Moving 
Theatre, and many local businesses and 
private donors. The Park Board will be 
giving Pigeon Park new landscaping over 
the next few weeks, making the Survivors’ 
Pole the center of a new community park.
SPOTLIGHT: Begin building bridges
öö DSU Aboriginal Students’ Collective welcomes involvement from allies
Downtown Eastside raises totem 
pole in honour of survivors
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öö One thousand-year-old cedar carved for those who struggle against oppression
Greg Waldock
Staff Writer
Aaron Guillen
Staff Reporter
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The mission to Mars is one that takes a long time to prepare, and is still 
being prepared. It is a mission that many 
people wanted to be possible. Its purpose 
is to learn about the planet and find out if 
humans can live on it. While the mission 
is big, anything could affect it. Mars is 
about a space crew going to Mars to learn 
about the planet in the year 2033, and the 
miniseries goes back and forth between 
2033 and present day, blending real-life 
interviews with the fictional future. It 
shows how we are getting to Mars today 
and those facts are put into the story in 
2033. Produced by Ron Howard and Brian 
Grazer, Mars explores what could possibly 
go wrong in the mission and the many 
things that must be done to prepare for it.
The story is narrated by Ben Sawyer 
(Ben Cotton), who is the commander 
of the 2033 mission, and he describes 
how the mission will lead to discovery 
and go through challenges along the 
way. In the first episode, Ben tells the 
rest of the crew that the expedition is 
risky and that everyone may not make 
it back home when the mission is done. 
In the 2016 scenes, we see interviews 
with people from Elon Musk, who is 
the head of SpaceX; StarTalk’s Neil 
deGrasse Tyson; and various other 
people in the field of space science. 
The miniseries looks like a show 
that might be on Investigation Discovery. 
This means you are probably thinking 
that by the end of Mars, the space crew 
passes away and the mission is a failure, 
but hopefully that will not happen.
The interesting thing about the show 
is that the 2033 scenes have interviews 
with the members of the space crew 
and they are presented as if the events 
actually happened. The real-life 2016 
scenes are very informative and the 
people who are interviewed know their 
thing. DeGrasse Tyson does not appear 
a lot in the first episode, though he will 
probably be seen more in later episodes. 
The archival footage in the miniseries 
is similar to the archival footage in 
Ron Howard’s 2016 documentary 
The Beatles: Eight Days a Week.
Getting to Mars is risky, because 
the crew has to do their tasks correctly 
to make sure that the mission is on 
the right track, and even though the 
equipment that they use is tested, it 
could malfunction at any time. For 
example, when the crew tries to land 
their ship, the Daedalus, on the planet, 
it malfunctions, so they work together 
to fix the problem and they make sure 
to work carefully. Ben is injured when 
he is repairing the ship and the crew’s 
physician, Amelie Durand, gives the 
rest of the crew specific instructions to 
keep him alive. While there is progress 
in making the mission to Mars a reality, 
there are still a few things that must be 
done to make it work—like improving the 
rocket that launches the ship to space, 
because in many tests, it explodes. 
When astronauts are on Mars, 
we will find out if humans can live on 
the red planet. Mars airs Monday at 
6:00 p.m. on the National Geographic 
Channel, and will run for six episodes.
First Nations history is an often-neglected field, even in British 
Columbia. The astounding diversity 
of culture around the Fraser River is 
something that goes unnoticed by most 
who live along it, even members of those 
First Nations. In 1999, a decision was 
made to rectify that. The result was one 
of the most comprehensive, detailed, 
and important examinations of a Native 
American group published in the 21st 
century. The Stó:lō-Coast Salish Historical 
Atlas is a colossal effort to bring to light 
the lives and history of the people who 
called, and still call, this land home. 
The atlas was completed in 2001 and 
has a total of 14 authors, most of whom 
are lawyers, Aboriginal Rights advocates, 
and professors from the University of 
Saskatchewan, University of British 
Columbia, Simon Fraser University, and 
University of the Fraser Valley. It’s filled 
with historical and modern photographs 
of Stó:lō and Coast Salish towns, art, and 
people, supplemented by endless graphs 
of geological and demographical data. It’s 
an ethnographer’s dream: The amount 
of information is absolutely staggering. 
From the names and religious significance 
of mountains, to the historical migration 
of peoples up and down the Fraser 
River, to the impacts of residential 
schools on the population; everything is 
covered and backed with a scientific—
yet passionate and caring—eye.
The Stó:lō live throughout the 
Fraser Valley, and are largely based 
in Chilliwack, where the book was 
printed. The Coast Salish are a 
much broader group spread along 
the coast and Vancouver Island, 
from Bella Coola to Seattle. Both 
groups can trace their ancestry and 
culture in the area back thousands 
of years, and this history is detailed 
in the atlas with maps of important 
archaeological sites and oral histories. 
From the late 1800s to the 1980s, the 
cultures of both Stó:lō and Coast Salish 
were actively stifled and repressed by a 
series of institutions, most notably by 
the residential schools program. The 
result of this startlingly-recent system 
of racism was that many First Nations 
people, especially youth, aren’t connected 
to their own heritage and culture. One 
of the principle aims of the Historical 
Atlas is to educate First Nations youth 
on their own history and inspire them 
to be more active in their communities. 
In a foreword to the book, Xwelixweltel, 
also known as Judge Steven L. Point, 
says, “It kills me when my kids come 
home and tell me they don’t want to be 
Native.” Though First Nations culture 
has been smothered for generations, 
the authors and contributors involved 
in the creation of the Stó:lō-Coast Salish 
Historical Atlas clearly believe we live 
in a time when it can be resurrected, 
remembered, and respected.
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Historical atlas brings local 
First Nations culture to life
öö Stó:lō and Coast Salish lifeways detailed in ground-breaking book
öö ‘Mars’ miniseries review
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A hidden track on a CD or record is a song that isn’t included in the track 
listing or is otherwise obscured from 
the less-observant listener. Sometimes 
tracks are hidden at the start of albums, 
or sometimes they’re at the end or in 
the middle. There are a lot of reasons 
artists choose to do this. Since they are 
deliberately left off the track listing, 
there isn’t exactly one standard kind 
of hidden track, but it’s still possible 
to see how the practice of hiding 
songs has changed over the years.
Like so many things in music history, 
we can thank the Beatles for introducing 
the idea, with the release of Abbey 
Road in 1969. In July of that year, Paul 
McCartney recorded the 23-second track 
“Her Majesty,” but he didn’t like how the 
song fit with the rest of the album. He 
asked tape engineer John Kurlander to cut 
out and destroy the recording. Since the 
studio had a policy that Beatles tapes were 
never to be destroyed, Kurlander added it 
to the end of the album instead, after 14 
seconds of silence. It was allegedly meant 
to be deleted later, but when the Beatles 
found out about it, they were amused 
and considered it a happy accident. 
Abbey Road ended up being released with 
the rough recording of “Her Majesty” 
at the end, as a surprise for listeners.
In the ’70s and ’80s, other artists 
and groups played with hiding extra, 
unlisted songs on records, for various 
reasons. On the Clash’s London Calling 
(1979), the band wrote and recorded 
“Train in Vain” once the album 
sleeves were already printed, but they 
decided it was such a good song that it 
deserved to be on the album anyway. 
With vinyl, it’s also possible to 
hide tracks in multiple grooves on a 
record. A notable example is Monty 
Python’s “three-sided” Matching Tie 
and Handkerchief (1973): In addition to 
having an A-side and B-side, the latter 
is double-grooved, so it can play three 
different sets of songs by flipping the 
record over and positioning the needle 
differently. However, it’s impossible to 
completely hide a track on vinyl, because 
you can see the grooves on the surface 
of a disc where there’s audio and you 
can see when the needle hits them.
The introduction of CDs changed 
things up because once you could no 
longer see grooves, tracks could actually 
be invisible. One of the first bands to 
popularize the practice of hiding a CD 
track was Nirvana, with the six-and-a-
half-minute “Endless, Nameless” on 1991’s 
Nevermind. “Endless, Nameless” is tacked 
onto the end of the last track of the album 
after 10 minutes of silence, although it was 
accidentally left off the first pressings of 
the album and a lot of later releases didn’t 
include it either, making it even rarer.
CDs also offered the possibility of 
hiding audio in the pre-gap before a track, 
so that the CD player has to be manually 
rewound to hear the music. Queens of the 
Stone Age have the pulsing instrumental 
“The Real Song for the Deaf” as Track 0 on 
Songs for the Deaf (2002). (The album also 
has two more hidden tracks at the end.)
Some artists included hidden tracks 
because they were of lesser quality, or 
were deemed otherwise unworthy of 
going on the track listing, like Green 
Day’s “All By Myself,” an 81-second ditty 
sung by drummer Tré Cool at the end 
of Dookie (1994). In other cases, artists 
used them to sneak in music after the 
album artwork was finished, with or 
without the record label’s consent. The 
band Cracker, after being told their 1993 
release Kerosene Hat was already too 
long, slipped in three additional tracks 
including their huge hit “Euro-Trash 
Girl.” The theme song for the TV show 
Friends was unlisted on the original 
release of The Rembrandts’ 1995 album 
L.P., although the song was so popular 
that the album was sold with a sticker 
advertising it, so it wasn’t exactly a secret.
A lot of well-known artists have 
included unlisted content, from Coldplay 
to Kanye West. And they’re still doing 
it: Relient K’s 2016 album Air for Free 
has an untitled piano version of another 
song on the album hidden in the pre-gap. 
But the trend of hiding bonus tracks has 
decreased a lot in recent years. CD-buying 
has dropped off considerably since a lot of 
listeners get their music directly as digital 
files from iTunes, Amazon, or through 
streaming services like Spotify. Now it’s 
easy to look up the full track listing online 
and find any formerly obscure songs.
The internet has removed a lot 
the mystique from hidden tracks. A lot 
of listeners might be happy about not 
needing to hunt around for them, but 
we’ve also lost that feeling of sharing 
a secret with our favourite artists.
On Thursday, November 17, the Douglas College Creative Writing 
Department held its annual fall Writers 
Unplugged event, where students 
presented their original work in front 
of an audience of peers and faculty. The 
event featured readings from all Creative 
Writing courses, across the disciplines 
of fiction, speculative fiction, personal 
narrative, poetry, and playwriting.
The evening began with an 
introduction by department chair 
Elizabeth Bachinsky, followed by a guest 
presentation by local poet and writer 
Kevin Spenst. Spenst started by sharing 
a poem about being from Surrey and 
countering the negative connotations 
about the city. He then gave advice on 
writing and getting published, and shared 
a few more of his poems, including some 
from his books Jabbering with Bing Bong 
and Ignite. Some of his poems were sung 
aloud, and others like his “preacher 
poems” involved very energetic shouting 
and running across the room, to the 
great amusement of the audience.
It was an invigorating beginning to 
a night full of emotion and excitement. 
Twenty students from various classes 
taken at both the New Westminster 
and Coquitlam campuses shared 
their writing. Some of the pieces were 
incredibly personal recountings of 
intimate experiences, others were 
abstract and explorative works of 
fiction, a few were hilarious exposés 
and poems that left the audience in 
uproarious laughter, and many of the 
pieces achieved all of the above.
Kristen Bortignon, who is taking 
Personal Narrative at the Coquitlam 
campus, shared an excerpt from 
Covering, a story about her struggle 
with acne in high school. It was her 
first time reading her own writing in 
front of a larger audience, and even 
though she has a diploma in Musical 
Theatre from Capilano University, 
presenting her own work felt like a 
very different kind of performance.
Others shared their experiences 
in prose or poetic form on topics like 
relationships, jobs, and noteworthy 
moments in life. Blake Raiment read 
an excerpt from his personal narrative 
Stoned, which was about having kidney 
stones when he was a kid—and the 
very unfortunate, uncomfortable 
misdiagnoses that preceded the correct 
one. It was one of the most hilarious 
readings of the night. Raiment said 
that he had never shared this personal 
story before writing it for class, but 
that he really enjoys working through 
painful memories using humour. 
Some of the readings were quite 
active, in particular the two pieces of 
playwriting that were shared. Hannah 
Ewing presented a wryly comedic 
monologue that took place on the 
SkyTrain, and the familiar setting 
made it even funnier. She said she was 
inspired to write this play because 
she’s often “people-watching” and 
made up scenarios in her head.
Andy Field, who shared three 
rousing and quirky poems, said that he 
wrote these poems with no intention 
of reading them aloud, and hadn’t 
considered it before this event. Being 
able to present to an audience changed 
the way he thought about his work and 
how to make it more entertaining. He 
also wanted to note that “Liz Bachinsky 
is an awesome poetry teacher.”
Ewing said that the turnout at this 
year’s Writers Unplugged seemed even 
higher than last year’s attendance. The 
event was an excellent opportunity 
for students to present their original 
writing, and for many others to listen 
to the work of their peers, to interact 
with fellow students from a variety of 
courses, and to experience the best of 
the Creative Writing Department.
A note on history: Tracking 
down the secret songs
öö The history of the hidden track
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Creative Writing Department 
showcases students’ work
öö Readers present stories and poems at ‘Writers Unplugged’
Caroline Ho
Arts Editor
Caroline Ho
Arts Editor
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I thought games were supposed to be fun?
 Snakes and Ladders is a dice-based 
board game originally developed in 
Ancient India and brought to North 
America as Chutes and Ladders in 1943 
by Milton Bradley. In the game, players 
take turns rolling the dice and moving 
their piece along a board with 100 spaces. 
If the space you land on contains the 
bottom rung of a ladder then you move 
up to the space at the top of it, and if the 
space you land on holds a snake or chute 
you follow it down to the space at the 
bottom. The first person to land on the 
topmost space wins.
 The game was originally created 
as an exercise in karma and destiny. 
Hindu—and later Victorian—spiritual 
morals were on full display in ancient 
versions of the game, and it has had a 
huge impact on our pop culture. The 
concept of “back to square one” comes 
from this game, and it is the main 
metaphor in Salman Rushdie’s book 
Midnight’s Children (1981). In the game 
you must submit to your fate, and accept 
that what happens, happens.
 That is why Snakes and Ladders is 
the worst game ever.
 A good game does not just rely on 
chance, but incorporates elements of 
strategy and psychology. By removing 
any agency from the game, it stops 
being a game. Even in the game Sorry! 
(1929)—based on another ancient 
Indian game—you have free will and 
can chose to move the pieces you desire. 
Modern western society was built on 
the concept of freedom and free will, 
and fatalistic games such as Snakes and 
Ladders encourage downright dangerous 
compliance with the roll of the dice. 
 Knowledge of Snakes and Ladders is 
important to our history, but so is our 
knowledge of fascism. And with the state 
of the political world right now, do we 
really want to encourage people to just 
accept it when the snake is nipping at 
their heels? Or do we want to encourage 
people to place their meeples, cure 
diseases, protect their castles, and fight 
back?
‘Why does it always have to be snakes?’
öö ‘Snakes and Ladders’ board game review
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For local TV writer Nathaniel Moher, it was an obvious career choice 
from a pretty young age. “I come from 
a long line of writers. My dad’s actually 
a playwright,” he said. “My rebellion 
was going into TV and not theatre.” 
Moher, who grew up on Gabriola 
Island just off the coast of Vancouver 
Island, lives in Vancouver and has 
been writing professionally for years. 
He’s written for Vancouver-based 
shows including YTV’s Mr. Young, 
City’s Package Deal, and YTV’s Some 
Assembly Required. He was happy 
to answer some questions about his 
experiences in Vancouver’s film industry.
After obtaining a diploma in film 
production from Capilano College Film 
Centre, Moher started out working in 
entry-level jobs in the film industry, then 
worked his way up to becoming a writer’s 
assistant on a sitcom, a staff writer, and 
eventually co-executive producer.
“You just gotta let people know 
what you want to do,” he said. 
“Especially in the film industry, I find 
a lot of people are very happy to give 
you advice and help out on things.” 
But success requires putting in a 
lot of your own hard work, making a 
lot of connections, and doing a lot of 
writing—especially “a lot of writing bad 
stuff [to] get better at writing good stuff.”
Even when not currently writing 
for a show, Moher said, it’s one of those 
careers where you’re never really off 
the job. “That’s a big side of things, the 
development side, of developing your 
own projects, or developing projects for 
producers, that you hope will one day 
make it to TV, but most of them don’t.”
On time spent between gigs, he 
said, “that part is also your job, even 
when you’re not necessarily getting 
a paycheque… To some extent, it’s 
like any freelance job, when you’re 
working on a project, you’re working 
on it, and then you end, and it’s like, 
oh, now I gotta find my next thing.”
One of these personal projects Moher 
wrote was the film Hopeless, Romantic 
(2016), which was turned into a TV movie. 
However, most of his work has been done 
in comedy shows, for kids and adults. He 
said his favourite show he’s worked on 
would probably be Mr. Young, which ran 
from 2011–13, partly because it was his 
first professional writing job and partly 
because it was a kid’s show. “The fun thing 
about writing for kid’s comedy is you get 
to get away with a lot more,” he said. “You 
get to be wackier, more crazy… whereas on 
the adult things I’d work on, I’d go in and 
start pitching really crazy ideas, and they’d 
be like, ‘You gotta tone it down a little.’”
Moher had a lot of insight into 
how Netflix and streaming services 
have changed the industry. “It’s cool 
because there’s a lot more outlets,” 
he said, referring to Netflix’s more 
experimental shows. “And now you’re 
getting away from conventional TV 
structure, a lot of these streaming shows 
don’t need three-act or five-act breaks… 
it’s definitely opened things up.”
“On the same side, now viewership 
is spread out, people aren’t watching 
TV the same way they used to,” he said, 
noting that it’s had a huge effect on how 
writers plot their shows. “People want to 
sit down and devour a whole season of a 
show in a weekend. That’s a completely 
different way to write a TV show than 
before, where it was just episode, episode, 
and people would wait a week, and 
you had a bit more room to breathe.”
To college students who are interested 
in becoming writers, he said, “My main 
advice is just write, just do it.” He suggests 
writing for an hour or two every day, and if 
that means giving up other free time, 
“you got to have that trade-off. When I 
was trying to get into writing, I was also 
working in the film industry, I’d be putting 
in a 12-hour day already and then going 
home and trying to write for an hour.”
Also important, said Moher, is 
putting your work out there to be seen 
by others. “Just be very vocal about, 
‘That’s what I want to do,’ and find other 
people who want to do that, and have 
them read your work and critique it so 
that you can get better, and get advice.”
And nowadays, thanks to 
platforms like YouTube, it’s even 
easier to get feedback. The web 
has given every aspiring writer a 
new channel for creativity. 
“It’s really easy and really cost-
effective to just get a camera, and go 
shoot a thing, and put it on the internet, 
and tons of people can discover it that 
way… You can have a web series, people 
can watch it, and that also helps you 
develop your skills as a storyteller.”
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TV writer talks about writing 
and the film industry
öö An interview with Nathaniel Moher
Caroline Ho
Arts Editor
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There are so many movies that come out every year that it’s impossible to 
keep track of them all, much less actually 
watch them. With so many constantly 
being released, it’s hard to root out the 
good films from the bad. I find for about 
every 100 awful movies there is 1 hidden 
cinematic gem. To save you the time and 
the trouble of watching 100 movies to 
distinguish the trash from the treasure, 
here are 6 of my favourite finds.
 
 
 
 
 
 
Oldboy (2003): Oh Dae-su is a father 
and a husband who wakes up one day to 
find himself alone, confined in a prison 
cell, with no recollection of how he got 
there or who put him in. With only a 
small television set and a small portion 
of dumplings to eat every day, Dae-su 
attempts to keep his body and mind in 
shape as he is isolated for over 15 years. 
After he hears a news report about the 
death of his wife, he is released from 
his prison with no answers as to why 
he was there in the first place. The 
rest of the movie follows Dae-su as he 
attempts to locate and exact revenge on 
his captors, and discover what happened 
to his wife and daughter. This film is 
a breathtaking tour-de-force that will 
leave you on the edge of your seat.
Douglas College’s Music Department is very excited to present Choirs 
in Concert on Saturday, November 
26. Conducted by Eric Hannan, this 
concert will showcase the talents of 
students and the community, and is 
an excellent chance to discover what 
the music department has to offer.
All of the ensembles at Douglas 
College are open for students to join, not 
just those in music programs, a fact that 
many non-music students are unaware 
of. Anyone who is interested in singing 
in a choral group or playing in a band is 
welcome and encouraged to get involved.
Performing on Saturday will be 
two choirs: Chorus and Chorale. The 
larger Chorus is made up of students—
most, but not all, of whom are in the 
music program—as well as community 
members, some who have been in the 
choir for years. In the past, the Chorus 
has mostly sung larger works from 
the classical repertoire, but for this 
concert they’re singing a mixture of 
shorter works from the last 200 years. 
The smaller, select Chorale is 
made up of the more experienced 
students. They will sing music from 
as far back as the medieval period, 
and up to contemporary pieces.
The concert will have a wide, 
diverse program, with songs from a 
range of periods and styles. “It gives 
the students exposure to all kinds of 
music,” said Hannan. It will include 
quite a bit of Baroque music, one song 
from the medieval period, as well as 
folk, jazz, and more. The chorus will be 
accompanied in some pieces by a small 
instrumental ensemble, and other songs 
will feature piano accompaniment. 
Some of the pieces will also be sung 
a cappella, mostly by the Chorale. 
Hannan is particularly fond of 
a beautiful piece by French Baroque 
composer Charpentier, which will be 
the last song in the concert. Other 
songs to watch out for include a folk-
like Spanish song performed by Chorus, 
and a performance of the jazz song 
“Misty” by Chorale. Hannan is also 
excited for the chorale settings by J. S. 
Bach, which are German hymns from 
the Lutheran Church, because of how 
Chorale and members of Chorus will be 
arranged to fill the hall with music.
“I think as far as highlights go, 
each person in the audience will 
have a different piece that they think 
was the best,” said Hannan.
The choirs have been preparing 
for this concert since September. 
Chorus meets once a week for practice, 
and Chorale meets twice a week.
For some members of the choir, this 
will be the first time ever performing 
in concert. Since music is a two-year 
program, the choir’s makeup changes a lot 
every year. About half of the members are 
completely new to these choirs—and for 
some of them, their first ever experience 
singing has been with the choir.
Hannan wants to stress that joining 
a choir is an opportunity for everyone in 
the community, and that being involved 
with music is a huge benefit. “Making 
music is one of the healthiest activities 
for your brain and your body, whether 
or not you do it as your study,” he said.
Choirs in Concert starts at 7:30 
p.m. on November 26 at the Laura 
C. Muir Performing Arts Theatre. 
Tickets are $15 for general admission 
and $10 for seniors, and admission is 
free for students, so everyone is highly 
encouraged to come and listen.
Music for all students and community
öö ‘Choirs in Concert’ preview
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Screenshots from films
Great movies you have probably never heard of
öö Well, now you have
Jessica Berget
Staff Writer
Caroline Ho
Arts Editor
Short Term 12 (2013)
Grace (Brie Larson) 
works as a supervisor 
at a halfway house 
for troubled teens. 
Her work is put on 
hold as she receives 
news that her father 
will be released 
from jail, where he 
was incarcerated for 
an unspeakable crime. At the same time, a new arrival brings 
up painful memories of her troubled past. Warning: This film 
is an emotional rollercoaster, so have tissues at the ready.
Tangerine (2015)
Sin-Dee Rella 
(Kitana Kiki 
Rodriguez), a 
transgender sex 
worker, is left 
broken-hearted on 
Christmas Eve as 
she finds out her 
pimp/boyfriend has 
been cheating on her with other clients while she was in jail. 
The film follows Sin-Dee as she rips through LA looking to 
exact revenge on the man who broke her heart. This film was 
shot on an iPhone 5s camera, which is pretty darn impressive.  
Submarine (2011)
Oliver Tate (Craig Roberts) is a 
15-year-old boy who struggles with 
both keeping his parents’ marriage 
together, and losing his virginity before 
his next birthday. He meets and falls 
in love with Jordana, a proclaimed 
pyromaniac. Oliver attempts to balance 
being the best boyfriend to Jordana, 
with extinguishing the flame between 
his mother and an ex-lover who has 
recently moved in next door. This film 
will teach you everything you need to 
know about love and relationships, as 
well as pain and heartbreak—the best 
of both worlds.  
Battle Royale (2000)
This movie is the original Hunger 
Games, minus the boring white actors. 
Battle Royale takes place in dystopian 
future Japan where the economy has 
collapsed and crime and unemployment 
are at an all-time high. As a solution, 
the Japanese government passes a 
Battle Royale law that forces a random 
class of students to battle to the death. 
Equipped with exploding neck collars 
and random weapons, the film follows a 
class of Japanese ninth-graders as they 
are enlisted into the Battle Royale and 
forced to hunt and murder each other 
off until there is only one survivor left. 
Rope (1948)
Alfred Hitchcock’s first colour film 
concerns two college roommates 
(Farley Granger and John Dall) filled 
with Nietzschean angst who murder 
their friend for the sheer thrill of it. As 
if murder wasn’t exciting enough, the 
two hide the body in a chest, then host 
a dinner party with the victim’s family, 
friends, fiancée, and their philosophy 
professor/role model Rupert Cadall 
(James Stewart), with their friend as 
the centrepiece of the perverse party. 
Suspense and anxiety ensue as their 
professor begins to realize something is 
not right. Hitchcock faced a technical 
challenge for this movie as he attempted 
to film it in one long, uninterrupted 
take, an impressive feat at the time. 
sports
Have an idea for a story? 
 sports@theotherpress.ca
 O Lost the Falcon but beat the Quest
 O Y’all just got Beauchamp’d 
 O Upsetting the upsetters
And more!
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
CAPILANO 5-1 10
LANGARA 5-1 10
VIU 4-2 8
DOUGLAS 3-3 6
QUEST 3-3 6
CAMOSUN 1-5 2
CBC 0-6 0
MEN’S BASKETBALL
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
CAPILANO 6-0 12
DOUGLAS 5-1 10
VIU 4-2 8
CAMOSUN 3-3 6
QUEST 2-4 4
LANGARA 1-5 2
CBC 0-6 0
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
VIU 9-1 18
UFV 7-2 14
CAMOSUN 5-5 10
DOUGLAS 5-5 10
CAPILANO 4-5 8
COTR 3-5 6
CBC 0-10 0
MEN’S VOLLEYBALL
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
VIU 9-1 18
DOUGLAS 8-2 16
CAPILANO 5-4 10
CAMOSUN 5-5 10
COTR 2-6 4
UFV 2-7 4
CBC 2-8 4
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
It was my favourite personal games of volleyball this past week. Not because of the results of the games played, 
but because the quality of the two teams playing. Jeff Ross 
has had the Royals volleyball team playing out of their 
mind, and they’ve done well to outclass some high level 
competition. But their most recent challenger was one of 
the best in the country, and one of their more thrilling 
rivalries.
The Camosun Chargers rode into the Royals home 
court determined to make a fuss. The Royals were 
determined not to let them. In the first set, it was obvious 
that the Royals had the quality to dispatch their island 
visitor, finishing the set in a 25–16 fashion.
But if there is one thing about those Chargers, it’s 
that they’re persistent. It paid off, and they whittled down 
the Royals team, taking the second set with a tight score 
or 25–23. Persistence turned into pressure, and the Royals 
cracked. For the first time this season, the Royals looked 
out of place in a volleyball game. Even through all of that, 
they kept up with the Chargers, but could not beat them 
out, dropping the third set 25–21. The fourth set was quite 
similar, with the Chargers shutting the door on the Royals 
before they could come back. A 25-22 set score sealed the 
game for the home team, and the Chargers walked away 
with a 3–1 set win. 
After the game, Coach Jeff Ross knew exactly why 
his team fell to the Chargers squad. “We didn’t take care 
of the ball well enough and we didn’t execute the way we 
needed to.”
His words would be put to the test the next day, as 
the Chargers came back looking for win number two on 
the weekend. The Royals needed a better performance, 
and they got it on Saturday. Try as they might, the 
Chargers could not keep up with the Royals’ rapid 
spontaneous striking style, and they dropped the first set 
25–19. The Royals came out even harder in the second set, 
and destroyed the Camosun backline with some spikes 
that left their mark on the ball, and on the court. The 
ladies secured their 2–0 lead with a 25–16 set score. 
The win put the Chargers with their back against the 
wall. They wouldn’t go down without a fight, but squirm 
as they might, like a tiger stalking its prey, the Royals saw 
a chance for a takedown and pounced. Never even close 
to letting up, the Royals gassed it all the way to the finish 
line, finishing the third set 25–20, and took the game with 
a fabulous three set sweep. 
After the game, Jeff Ross was much more confident 
addressing the media. “The team responded well after 
yesterday. They understood what our expectations are 
and what our standards are as a team. Tonight we showed 
who we are and what we are capable of. Our ability to take 
care of the ball and do the little things well translated 
into bigger things.” 
Bigger things indeed, as with that win, the team 
advance into the last week of the PACWEST winter 
semester season with a record of 8–2, giving them a 
tight leash on second place. They play the first place VIU 
Mariners next week on the island. The Mariners have 
looked like the same team that won the CCAA National 
Championships, and that means the Royals will have to 
be in tip top form to match against them.
Bouncing back like 
a volleyball
Davie Wong
Sports Editor
öö Women’s volleyball team bounce between results
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It’s been an exciting start to the PACWEST regular season of basketball 
for the Royals. Brilliant individual efforts 
and defensive mentality had led to the 
team coming into the final week of 
the first split of basketball with a .500 
record at 2–2. However, their wins were 
shaky, and could have gone either way. 
Nonetheless, as the saying goes, a win is 
a win, and it is two points at the end of 
the season, regardless of how it came to 
be.
But before the team even thinks 
about taking a bit of a break, they had 
a couple of challenges in front of them 
to overcome. The first team the Royals 
played was the undefeated Langara 
Falcons. The two teams matched up 
quite evenly to start the game, but the 
Royals were missing quite the key player 
on the court. Grant Campbell, the Royals 
captain and point guard, was sidelined 
with an undisclosed injury. And in the 
second quarter, the team really missed 
his presence. The Falcons went on to 
score 19 points in the second quarter, 
and they limited the Royals to 13 points. 
Going into half the Royals trailed, 40–31. 
The second half was still close, but 
at this point, Langara was pulling away 
with the game. Grabbing another seven 
point gap in the third, the Falcons put 
some distance in between them and the 
Royals before really putting them away. 
The fourth quarter was yet another 
typical one for the Royals, where they got 
outworked and just had no chance. The 
Falcons pushed away with their cushy 
lead and never looked back, winning the 
game, 88–60. 
However, there were a couple of 
bright points one could take from the 
game. Malcolm Mensah had a huge game 
for the team, despite the result, picking 
up the team’s first double-double on the 
season with 12 points and 12 rebounds. 
Lambert Pajayon also stood out this 
game, picking up 18 points on the night. 
Next in line before the semester 
break was the even-keeled Quest 
Kermodes. The Kermodes were coming 
off a huge win against one of PACWEST’s 
best in the Capilano Blues. The Royals 
really needed to step it up to compete, 
and they delivered. Unsurprisingly, 
it was on the back of their leaders, 
Malcolm Mensah and Grant Campbell. 
Campbell came off the bench, likely due 
to him nursing an injury, but his impact 
on the game couldn’t have been any 
bigger. 
The Royals got off to the quick start 
that has been a strength for them this 
season. A 22-point first quarter and a 
26-point second quarter gave them a 
heavy lead going into the second half of 
the game. From there on, it was really 
the shutdown game from the Royals. 
The team played extensive defensive 
basketball, matching Quest on every 
level. They never gave up ground to the 
Kermodes, but they never really gained 
ground on them either. 
The game kind of fizzled out to an 
even draw in the second half, where 
the Royals huge early game head game 
them the win. They weren’t outworked 
in the second half, like they were against 
CBC, but they also didn’t outwork the 
Kermodes. But at the end of the day, a 
win is a win, and the Royals did exactly 
that, clinching a confident victory with 
a final score of 79–60. They beat out the 
Kermodes to bring their record to par, 
finishing the first semester an even .500 
at 3–3. 
Grant Campbell had a massive game 
back for the team, finishing the night 
with 22 points in a monstrous 32 minutes 
played. Malcolm Mensah finished with 18 
points, and Lambert Pajayon continued 
his hot hands, putting away 19 points. 
There is some concern that the break 
may cool the team’s streaking scorers, 
but rest assured, the break will be 
beneficial for the team as they really nail 
down their play style before the second 
half of the season in January.
Lost the Falcon but beat the Quest
Davie Wong
Sports Editor
öö Men’s basketball split games on the road
It was a wild week for women’s basketball. Their last week of games this 
semester gave the viewers some basketball 
gems. Let’s start with Friday’s game 
against the Langara Falcons.
The Royals definitely started on the 
flat foot. Nothing went right for them in 
the first quarter, as the Falcons shot to 
an early lead, scoring 15 while limiting 
the Royals to just 5 points. The Royals 
managed to stabilize in the second 
quarter, scoring 12 while allowing 11, but 
it wasn’t near enough to reduce to that 
Langara lead. 
Coming out in the third, the Royals 
really made an effort to come back, but 
were pretty much held down by the 
Falcons’ defence, and the 2 fizzled out on 
each other, scoring 11 points a side. Down 
by 9, the Royals needed an incredible 
effort to grab a win.
And I’d pay a thousand dollars 
to know what Steve Beauchamp did 
during the team talk at the third quarter 
intermission, because he sparked a fire 
within his team. The women came back in 
a miraculous fashion, tearing the Falcon 
defense apart and just really making them 
look silly. An incisive 22-point quarter, as 
well as keeping the Falcons to 7 points in 
the last 10 minutes, ensured the team’s 
victory, 50–44.
The difference maker that game really 
had to be Rachel Beauchamp. Fourteen 
rebounds and 14 points gave her yet 
another double-double on the year. 
With that game in the books, and 
yet another win under their belts, the 
women took their basketball stylings to a 
little university out in the valley to face off 
against the Quest Kermodes. They picked 
up where they left off against the Falcons, 
tearing into the Kermodes in the first 
quarter for 21 points. But the Kermodes 
are a good team, and they knew how to 
answer the Royals’ offence with a little 
offense of their own. Nineteen points in 
the second to be exact, with only 13 in 
reply from the Royals. 
It was a tight game going into the 
half, with the score at 34–33, Royals 
leading. The Douglas squad managed to 
extend their lead by a single in the third 
quarter. And while the solitary point 
seemed rather a damp reward for a hard 
quarter, the fourth would prove that every 
point does matter. In a wild shootout, 
the Kermodes beat out the Royals in the 
fourth quarter by one point, scoring 24 
to their 23. But because they held a two-
point lead from their one point differential 
in the third quarter, the Royals won out 
the game, 70–69. It was a thriller for all 
that watched, but undoubtedly shaved a 
few years off of Steve Beauchamp’s heart. 
Speaking of Beauchamp, a different 
Beauchamp had a very big game for her 
team. Rachel Beauchamp put in the 
best game of her season, and maybe her 
career so far, scoring 28 huge points for 
her team, and picking up 10 rebounds for 
yet another double-double. That takes 
her total up to five double-doubles in 
six games. It might be a little early to be 
calling for a Player of the Year award, but 
it would take a cataclysmic level event to 
not award her an All-Star at this point.  If 
I was PACWEST or CCAA, I’d just give her 
the treble already, that’s how massive she 
is for her team. 
The win gives the team a league 
record of 5–1, which is good enough for 
second place in the PACWEST going into 
the winter break. The rest will be nice 
for the Royals squad, but the fear that 
taking their foot off the gas pedal now 
may negatively affect them in the future. 
Either way, no one can deny the Royals’ 
dominant form as of late.
Y’all just got Beauchamp’d 
Davie Wong
Sports Editor
öö Women’s basketball have an exciting finish to the semester
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On the second ﬂ oor of a small shopping complex in 
the heart of Chinatown, above a restaurant and past a 
forest of bargain-priced clothing racks, there’s a small 
studio space with big ambitions. Its walls are covered 
in artwork, posters, tools, and paints, and in the 
middle of the entrance sits a bulky, antiquated piece 
of machinery: a letterpress. 
This letterpress is both physically and ﬁ guratively 
at the centre of WePress, a community studio/social 
enterprise that was created by Vancouver artists who 
wanted to learn how to use the letterpress, and teach 
others as well. 
Cara Seccaﬁ en, a co-founder of WePress, teaches 
workshops on how to work the rollers, place the metal 
letters, and apply the ink to make posters and other 
artwork as they did before electric printers made 
letterpresses all but obsolete. 
She is one of a handful of individuals who 
have come together to make WePress a reality, and 
who work to make their space available to those 
who would otherwise not get a chance to use such 
equipment. 
The cost of art 
“The reason why we say this as valuable is because the 
vast majority of print-making happening in Vancouver 
right now is expensive,” said Seccaﬁ en. WePress offers 
workshops at a sliding scale, with a $40 suggested 
fee. “Even though we charge fees for some of our 
services, many of them are free and our fees are 
below market value by far.” 
WePress hopes that by offering low fees, they 
can allow people belonging to marginalized groups 
to have their chance at using a letterpress, or the 3-D 
printer that they have and teach workshops on as well. 
“We’re making it accessible for women, for 
queer people, for people of colour, whereas other 
workshops, like tech industry stuff, is usually mostly 
accessed by white guys,” she said. 
Along with the letterpress and the 3-D printer, 
WePress is also home to an industrial sewing machine, 
and workshops teaching other forms of art, such as 
bookbinding. 
Chanel Ly, a workshop facilitator at WePress, had 
been busy teaching a half dozen or so participants 
the art of bookbinding, and said afterwards that the 
workshop was edifying for her in more ways than one. 
“My work can be quite stressful and I myself turn 
to bookbinding to de-stress,” Ly said. “People were 
saying, ‘How do you de-stress during this process?’ It’s 
really about doing it more and knowing the process, 
and then once you learn it, it’s quite meditative.” 
For Ly, the opportunity to share her knowledge 
with others is a big factor in why she facilitates the 
workshops. 
“People seemed really happy and proud of what 
they made, so that was rewarding,” Ly said. 
On top of the gratitude, artists who run 
workshops out of WePress get to take home half 
of the admission fee, with the other half going to 
WePress’s rent.
Seccaﬁ en said that the payment model works 
out well, as it offers a chance for artists to make some 
money, and for WePress to keep their space running.
“Artists who might not make money from their art 
form otherwise can make some money. We’ve actually 
had quite a few artists who might not have an income 
otherwise, or might have a very low income otherwise, 
come in and teach workshops and make a little bit of 
money, and then we are sustaining ourselves as well.” 
The history of the letterpress
WePress and their letterpress have both had quite the 
journey in getting to where they are now, according 
to Linda Uyehara Hoffman, a founding member of 
WePress. 
The letterpress was originally owned by 
Woodward’s, a department chain store that operated 
in Alberta and British Columbia before being bought by 
the Hudson’s Bay Company. They used the letterpress 
to make posters and advertisements. From there, the 
press was inherited by the Community Arts Council 
of Vancouver, and then, after many people showed 
interest in learning and using the art form, the press 
was brought to the studio space that it is in today. 
However, the story of the press and the story of 
the people working it are not one and the same. 
Originally, Uyehara Hoffman was part of a group 
that was interested in preserving what they could from 
a different letterpress. 
“It started with a large group of 30 people who 
were kind of brought together because of their interest 
in Ho Sun Hing Press in Chinatown,” she said. “[They] 
had letterpresses and offprint presses, and they did 
menus, wedding invitations, all kinds of things for 
Chinatown.”
Uyehara Hoffman said that when Ho Sun Hing 
closed down, the group decided to all pitch in and buy 
a large set of type.
“The larger group decided what they could afford 
to do was buy a full set of Chinese type from Ho Sun 
Hing and it was kind of a legacy thing for Chinatown, to 
have this type.”
The type was transported across the street to 
a basement in a building in Chinatown, as WePress’s 
current studio does not have enough space to house 
such a large set. 
This group eventually dwindled down, and 
what was left joined up with the letterpress from 
Woodward’s and others, such as Seccaﬁ en, to form 
WePress as it is today. 
“Somehow, I don’t know how I ended up being 
one of the last people standing,” said Uyehara 
Hoffman. 
Looking to the future
With WePress’s studio not being big enough to house 
the Chinese type from Ho Sun Hing, and with a rather 
large letterpress sitting in the middle of the entrance, 
space is tight at the studio. Uyehara Hoffman hopes 
that WePress will ﬁ nd itself a larger studio someday 
soon, somewhere more accessible and visible for 
Vancouver’s artists to gather. 
“We don’t have the room now, but we’d love to 
have a space that could be open for whenever, where 
people could just drop in and hang out. But right now 
we don’t have the resources to do that,” she said. 
However, due to the high rent in Vancouver 
(for even a small space) and WePress’s emphasis on 
being available to those of lower incomes, they are 
struggling to make rent and to keep the space open 
for those who would be interested in using it. 
“We’re kind of struggling along, but we’re coming 
really close to our drop off point,” Uyehara Hoffman 
said. Up until now WePress has existed primarily off of 
grants from the city, but they are not able to apply for 
more until the spring. 
WePress’s volunteers have even been giving 
to the organization to keep it running, and they sell 
memberships, cards, and 3-D printed products. 
“A lot of us are stretched thin,” said Seccaﬁ en, 
“but we are super passionate about what we’re 
doing here, and we just want it to become something 
bigger, so we just keep giving until we become self-
sustaining.” 
WePress has recently started a GoFundMe 
campaign* in the hopes that donations will help them 
make it through the winter. 
Merging the other with the new
As WePress has both a 3-D printer and a letterpress, 
they have been experimenting in creating printing 
plates with the former to be used with the latter, a 
practice that Seccaﬁ en said is cutting edge technology. 
“There’s only a couple other studios in the world 
working on this, and everybody is doing it in different 
ways.”
“A lot of the other studios that are working on 
this kind of technology are working with more graphic 
elements and less photographic,” she said. “We’re 
really focused on the photograph.” 
Seccaﬁ en explained that one of the other co-
founders at WePress, Nina Yañez, has been working on 
software that allows for a JPEG to be uploaded into 
the 3-D printer. 
“It comes out as a 3D plate, and then you can 
print it on the press, which is WePress developed 
software, which is really exciting,” Seccaﬁ en said. 
“We have this small little studio that only a small 
community knows about, and we’re doing something 
that universities aren’t doing.” 
WePress also offers workshops on using the 3-D 
printer, and have made all sorts of things with it, from 
a whistle to a Yoda ﬁ gurine. Uyehara Hoffman said 
that the 3-D printing workshop is among their most 
popular, though she hopes that one day soon they will 
be able to offer workshops on the industrial sewing 
machine that they have, as well. 
“We don’t know how to use it yet, and we’re 
scared to use it without someone training us—
someone will be training us, but she doesn’t have time 
yet,” she said. 
A collective and a community 
Seccaﬁ en noted that WePress is unique in how they 
operate, with each core member having their own 
projects, so that many things may be going on at 
WePress at any given time. 
“We don’t always all know what each other is 
doing because we’re so busy, and I think that’s kind of 
great because we kind of trust each other to run our 
own projects,” she said. 
The diversity in the members is also a plus for 
Seccaﬁ en, as it creates an interesting collective that 
offers many different viewpoints. 
“I’m the youngest member, and then there’s 
people in every age range who are involved as core 
volunteers who are operating the organization,” she 
said. “We’re bringing together all these different 
communities that we belong to because, not just that 
we’re different ages, but we’re from different worlds 
completely.”
Seccaﬁ en talked about WePress while working 
the letterpress, rolling ink onto the type, inserting a 
card, and rolling the press over top. She was making 
“Get Well Soon!” cards in blue ink after Ly and her 
bookbinding workshop had packed up for the day. 
 “We’re bringing together these communities 
and creating this hub for creative social justice, and 
technology, and learning,” she had said. 
“I just think there’s nothing else like it in the city.”
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On the second ﬂ oor of a small shopping complex in 
the heart of Chinatown, above a restaurant and past a 
forest of bargain-priced clothing racks, there’s a small 
studio space with big ambitions. Its walls are covered 
in artwork, posters, tools, and paints, and in the 
middle of the entrance sits a bulky, antiquated piece 
of machinery: a letterpress. 
This letterpress is both physically and ﬁ guratively 
at the centre of WePress, a community studio/social 
enterprise that was created by Vancouver artists who 
wanted to learn how to use the letterpress, and teach 
others as well. 
Cara Seccaﬁ en, a co-founder of WePress, teaches 
workshops on how to work the rollers, place the metal 
letters, and apply the ink to make posters and other 
artwork as they did before electric printers made 
letterpresses all but obsolete. 
She is one of a handful of individuals who 
have come together to make WePress a reality, and 
who work to make their space available to those 
who would otherwise not get a chance to use such 
equipment. 
The cost of art 
“The reason why we say this as valuable is because the 
vast majority of print-making happening in Vancouver 
right now is expensive,” said Seccaﬁ en. WePress offers 
workshops at a sliding scale, with a $40 suggested 
fee. “Even though we charge fees for some of our 
services, many of them are free and our fees are 
below market value by far.” 
WePress hopes that by offering low fees, they 
can allow people belonging to marginalized groups 
to have their chance at using a letterpress, or the 3-D 
printer that they have and teach workshops on as well. 
“We’re making it accessible for women, for 
queer people, for people of colour, whereas other 
workshops, like tech industry stuff, is usually mostly 
accessed by white guys,” she said. 
Along with the letterpress and the 3-D printer, 
WePress is also home to an industrial sewing machine, 
and workshops teaching other forms of art, such as 
bookbinding. 
Chanel Ly, a workshop facilitator at WePress, had 
been busy teaching a half dozen or so participants 
the art of bookbinding, and said afterwards that the 
workshop was edifying for her in more ways than one. 
“My work can be quite stressful and I myself turn 
to bookbinding to de-stress,” Ly said. “People were 
saying, ‘How do you de-stress during this process?’ It’s 
really about doing it more and knowing the process, 
and then once you learn it, it’s quite meditative.” 
For Ly, the opportunity to share her knowledge 
with others is a big factor in why she facilitates the 
workshops. 
“People seemed really happy and proud of what 
they made, so that was rewarding,” Ly said. 
On top of the gratitude, artists who run 
workshops out of WePress get to take home half 
of the admission fee, with the other half going to 
WePress’s rent.
Seccaﬁ en said that the payment model works 
out well, as it offers a chance for artists to make some 
money, and for WePress to keep their space running.
“Artists who might not make money from their art 
form otherwise can make some money. We’ve actually 
had quite a few artists who might not have an income 
otherwise, or might have a very low income otherwise, 
come in and teach workshops and make a little bit of 
money, and then we are sustaining ourselves as well.” 
The history of the letterpress
WePress and their letterpress have both had quite the 
journey in getting to where they are now, according 
to Linda Uyehara Hoffman, a founding member of 
WePress. 
The letterpress was originally owned by 
Woodward’s, a department chain store that operated 
in Alberta and British Columbia before being bought by 
the Hudson’s Bay Company. They used the letterpress 
to make posters and advertisements. From there, the 
press was inherited by the Community Arts Council 
of Vancouver, and then, after many people showed 
interest in learning and using the art form, the press 
was brought to the studio space that it is in today. 
However, the story of the press and the story of 
the people working it are not one and the same. 
Originally, Uyehara Hoffman was part of a group 
that was interested in preserving what they could from 
a different letterpress. 
“It started with a large group of 30 people who 
were kind of brought together because of their interest 
in Ho Sun Hing Press in Chinatown,” she said. “[They] 
had letterpresses and offprint presses, and they did 
menus, wedding invitations, all kinds of things for 
Chinatown.”
Uyehara Hoffman said that when Ho Sun Hing 
closed down, the group decided to all pitch in and buy 
a large set of type.
“The larger group decided what they could afford 
to do was buy a full set of Chinese type from Ho Sun 
Hing and it was kind of a legacy thing for Chinatown, to 
have this type.”
The type was transported across the street to 
a basement in a building in Chinatown, as WePress’s 
current studio does not have enough space to house 
such a large set. 
This group eventually dwindled down, and 
what was left joined up with the letterpress from 
Woodward’s and others, such as Seccaﬁ en, to form 
WePress as it is today. 
“Somehow, I don’t know how I ended up being 
one of the last people standing,” said Uyehara 
Hoffman. 
Looking to the future
With WePress’s studio not being big enough to house 
the Chinese type from Ho Sun Hing, and with a rather 
large letterpress sitting in the middle of the entrance, 
space is tight at the studio. Uyehara Hoffman hopes 
that WePress will ﬁ nd itself a larger studio someday 
soon, somewhere more accessible and visible for 
Vancouver’s artists to gather. 
“We don’t have the room now, but we’d love to 
have a space that could be open for whenever, where 
people could just drop in and hang out. But right now 
we don’t have the resources to do that,” she said. 
However, due to the high rent in Vancouver 
(for even a small space) and WePress’s emphasis on 
being available to those of lower incomes, they are 
struggling to make rent and to keep the space open 
for those who would be interested in using it. 
“We’re kind of struggling along, but we’re coming 
really close to our drop off point,” Uyehara Hoffman 
said. Up until now WePress has existed primarily off of 
grants from the city, but they are not able to apply for 
more until the spring. 
WePress’s volunteers have even been giving 
to the organization to keep it running, and they sell 
memberships, cards, and 3-D printed products. 
“A lot of us are stretched thin,” said Seccaﬁ en, 
“but we are super passionate about what we’re 
doing here, and we just want it to become something 
bigger, so we just keep giving until we become self-
sustaining.” 
WePress has recently started a GoFundMe 
campaign* in the hopes that donations will help them 
make it through the winter. 
Merging the other with the new
As WePress has both a 3-D printer and a letterpress, 
they have been experimenting in creating printing 
plates with the former to be used with the latter, a 
practice that Seccaﬁ en said is cutting edge technology. 
“There’s only a couple other studios in the world 
working on this, and everybody is doing it in different 
ways.”
“A lot of the other studios that are working on 
this kind of technology are working with more graphic 
elements and less photographic,” she said. “We’re 
really focused on the photograph.” 
Seccaﬁ en explained that one of the other co-
founders at WePress, Nina Yañez, has been working on 
software that allows for a JPEG to be uploaded into 
the 3-D printer. 
“It comes out as a 3D plate, and then you can 
print it on the press, which is WePress developed 
software, which is really exciting,” Seccaﬁ en said. 
“We have this small little studio that only a small 
community knows about, and we’re doing something 
that universities aren’t doing.” 
WePress also offers workshops on using the 3-D 
printer, and have made all sorts of things with it, from 
a whistle to a Yoda ﬁ gurine. Uyehara Hoffman said 
that the 3-D printing workshop is among their most 
popular, though she hopes that one day soon they will 
be able to offer workshops on the industrial sewing 
machine that they have, as well. 
“We don’t know how to use it yet, and we’re 
scared to use it without someone training us—
someone will be training us, but she doesn’t have time 
yet,” she said. 
A collective and a community 
Seccaﬁ en noted that WePress is unique in how they 
operate, with each core member having their own 
projects, so that many things may be going on at 
WePress at any given time. 
“We don’t always all know what each other is 
doing because we’re so busy, and I think that’s kind of 
great because we kind of trust each other to run our 
own projects,” she said. 
The diversity in the members is also a plus for 
Seccaﬁ en, as it creates an interesting collective that 
offers many different viewpoints. 
“I’m the youngest member, and then there’s 
people in every age range who are involved as core 
volunteers who are operating the organization,” she 
said. “We’re bringing together all these different 
communities that we belong to because, not just that 
we’re different ages, but we’re from different worlds 
completely.”
Seccaﬁ en talked about WePress while working 
the letterpress, rolling ink onto the type, inserting a 
card, and rolling the press over top. She was making 
“Get Well Soon!” cards in blue ink after Ly and her 
bookbinding workshop had packed up for the day. 
 “We’re bringing together these communities 
and creating this hub for creative social justice, and 
technology, and learning,” she had said. 
“I just think there’s nothing else like it in the city.”
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I’m not going to lie. I’ve been waiting for this matchup the entire season. 
Once a season, I get to see the Camosun 
Chargers come visit the Douglas 
College Royals, and see some of the best 
volleyball in the country being played 
in front of my very eyes. I get to absorb 
the electric feeling of two rivals going 
head to head, with a crowd of hungry 
supporters. It’s such a magical feeling 
whenever these two teams play. 
The Camosun Chargers came to 
visit the Royals this weekend to battle 
for a middle of the table spot going into 
the last week of PACWEST volleyball. 
They brought some very familiar names 
with them: Savana Walkingbear, Håkon 
Østrem, Douglass Waterman, and Elion 
Wong. All of these players were an 
essential part of the Charger’s lineup last 
year, and are arguably some of the best 
players in the country. And here they 
were, taking on a ragtag rookie Royals 
squad in what was arguably one of the 
most heated matchups from last year. 
To say that the Royals were a tad 
outclassed in terms of individual talent 
was a bit of a redundant statement. For 
example, one may compare the roster 
difference to something like, Manchester 
City and Stoke City of the English 
Premier League. Or the Philadelphia 
76’ers and the Golden State Warriors. 
Yeah, that big. 
But amazingly enough, the Chargers 
have been hindered by a number of 
factors, injuries included. The Royals 
have also had their own injury troubles, 
but maintained the same record as the 
Chargers at 4–4. As we went into the 
first match of the two game series, the 
Chargers’ individual talent really shone 
through. Their finishing was just on the 
next level, and the Royals couldn’t deal 
with it, falling to them in the first set 
25–16.
The Chargers just continued raining 
hell on the Royals in the second set, 
dropping 25 points while allowing 18. 
Looking outclassed and bested, it took 
a lengthy chat by Jay Tremonti to really 
draw out the talent the Royals know they 
are capable of. In an incredible style, 
the Royals staved off certain defeat, 
coming back in the third set to stun the 
Chargers, 27–25. 
Grabbing momentum, the Royals 
were able to push the Chargers, but not 
finish them, as the individual skill on the 
Chargers roster shone through and the 
Royals fell in the fourth set 25–22. 
After the game, Jay Tremonti 
expressed his view on his team’s 
performance. “It was up and down 
the first couple sets. We had some 
inconsistencies at the baseline and that 
just led to inconsistency throughout the 
court. There was definitely a turning 
point in the third set though. We didn’t 
have too much business being in that 
third set, but we stuck around. When 
the door opened up for us, we took 
advantage. Definitely some positives late 
in that game.”
It was stated from the start of 
the season that the team had to build 
onto those positives, and after that 
loss, Tremonti and the squad had the 
chance to show their home fans just 
what that meant. Early into the first set 
of the second game, it wasn’t looking to 
smooth. The Chargers outside hitters 
were all over the Royals, and it looked 
like there was little the team could 
do about it. The Chargers ended up 
claiming the first set 25–19. 
But if the Royals have anything, 
it’s a leader in Jay Tremonti that really 
inspires a style of spunky play that 
never goes away. That sort of attitude 
came in handy when they Royals found 
themselves with a lead in the second set. 
After fumbling with it a couple of times, 
the Royals figured out the formula to 
close a set, and locked it tight, taking it 
25–22 to tie the game. 
The third set was by far the tightest, 
as the Chargers threw everything they 
had at the Royals, and the Royals did the 
best they could to withstand the barrage. 
They say that the team with the best 
will survives the barrage fire, and it’s 
obvious that the Royals had the will to 
win because they made it out of the third 
set with a fantastic 26–24 set win to take 
the lead in sets. 
The lead was thrilling but short 
lasted as the Chargers blasted the 
equalized set into history with a 25–18 
set win. Going down to a fifth and final 
set is what this rivalry lives for. Tension 
in the gym couldn’t be any higher, and 
every point the Royals smacked into 
the ground was a reason to scream and 
cheer. 
The crowd went wild every time the 
ball was drilled into the ground by the 
Royals, and the home squad managed 
to do it 15 times for the set win, and the 
game win. After the thriller, an ecstatic 
Jay Tremonti took the time to address 
the media. “It feels really good going the 
distance with Camosun. These ones feel 
like they mean a bit more, and it was 
really a team effort. We looked to guys in 
new positions like Jerry Yan. Jerry hasn’t 
swung a ton for us this season, and he 
was one of our top scorers and lead the 
+/- chart on us with +15. He really drove 
the ship for us tonight. As for overall, 
we are really working towards February. 
We are really investing in the process 
and into the team that is going to be 
successful come playoffs. I think it really 
came together tonight, and that was the 
result of the last couple weeks of hard 
work.” 
Upsetting the upsetters
Davie Wong
Sports Editor
öö Men’s volleyball team faces the biggest challenge of their season so far
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As much as I hate to admit it, Christmas is coming up and that 
means it’s time to pack! Whether 
you’re headed a long way home, or you 
simply need to get all that you need 
together before your family arrives and 
invades your personal space, the fact 
of the matter is that you need to deal 
with deciding what you should and 
shouldn’t bring. So here’s a couple tips 
to streamline your packing process.
1. Communicate with your partners in 
crime. Are you going to visit someone, 
or are you travelling with anyone? Talk 
to them and see what they’re packing. 
Doing this will ensure that you don’t 
waste space by packing duplicates. 
Why take your own hair dryer when you 
know that they have one there, or you 
know that your friend’s bringing one?
2. Ship stuff beforehand. Since its 
Christmas, you’re probably going to 
need to bring gifts. Don’t waste precious 
space by loading them in your suitcase. 
Ship the gifts ahead of time, so that 
you don’t have to worry. It might cost 
more, but trust me, it will be worth 
not having to deal with the hassle.
3. Know what is near the place you’re 
going to. If you are actually going away, 
be aware of what’s around the place 
you’re staying. Is there a drugstore? A 
novelty shop? Knowing what’s around 
you will prevent you from having to 
prepare for the worst. If you’re near 
a drugstore, packing condoms or 
tampons isn’t necessary. If there is a 
grocery store, you won’t have to bring 
snacks with you, minus the ones that 
you plan on eating during the journey.
4. Be aware of what’s going on. This is 
a catch-all for the situations that you 
need to specifically dress for. What sort 
of weather should you expect? Will 
you be attending any formal or semi-
formal events during your time away? 
Nothing sucks more than realizing the 
clothes you have aren’t up to snuff.
5. Daily needs are important. Prioritize 
your daily or nightly needs. Don’t make 
the mistake of thinking you can go a 
couple days without adhering to your 
strict nightly skin routine. Breaking up 
your routine, no matter if it’s cosmetic 
or relaxation-related, will put unneeded 
stress on your body and emotional 
state—and with this being Christmas, 
more stress is the last thing you want!
It seems like such a silly little thing. How can a safety pin act as a means of 
showing solidarity in the wake of such a 
toxic election? 
As one of my friends very eloquently 
put it: “Safety pins hold dresses together, 
sometimes for a few days and before 
you have a chance to do some mending. 
America won’t be held together with 
safety pins, not even for a few days,” 
and although I support this sentiment, 
I do find that there are more things to 
consider.
As a Canadian I am in a very 
privileged position, as the effects and 
consequences of this election will only 
involve me second hand, and though I 
am afraid of what those effects might 
be—afraid for my friends and family in 
America—I am not going to experience 
them on a daily basis. In the wake of the 
election, there has been a huge eruption 
of violence from both the left and right 
wings, and people are afraid.
The thing about social media 
movements is that they’re extremely 
interpretive at times. To one person the 
wearing of a safety pin might represent 
displaying your belief that America will 
persevere, despite the divided state it 
is currently in. To another, wearing a 
safety pin might be a statement towards 
your dissatisfaction with the election 
results, and to a final group, it might be 
a visual representation of safety. In fact, 
that idea of safety is where the safety pin 
movement began. Before the election, 
before anything to do with America, 
there was Brexit. 
Brexit is the United Kingdom’s 
withdrawal from the European Union. 
It was something that was voted for 
and approved by the United Kingdom’s 
population, but despite this, many 
British people were not happy with the 
decision. During the process of Brexit, 
there were large numbers of racially 
motivated attacks. Thus, the wearing of a 
safety pin became a visual cue to racial 
minorities in the UK that you were a safe 
person to be around.
When you have such a divided 
population, there sometimes needs to 
be visual cues that you are someone 
that minorities or people who are 
discriminated against can see as an ally. 
That no matter what your moral beliefs 
are, you won’t hurt or attack them. 
We’ve seen this throughout history, the 
wearing of a pinky or a thumb ring to 
denote homosexuality or a queer ally, the 
use of the colour yellow to show support 
towards feminine equality, the list goes 
on and on. The difference here is that 
rather than a safety pin showing support 
towards a singular minority, it is instead 
representative of America as a whole. A 
means of displaying your support for all 
people no matter race, gender, sexual 
preference, or political differences.
Sure, there is an argument that this 
is a temporary fix. That—like actual 
safety pins—this movement has no 
longevity. Though that may be true, it 
does have a morale effect. The act of 
doing something, however small, is still 
a conscious effort. Meaning that you feel 
involved, even though in actuality you 
can’t really affect anything on a grander 
level. You can’t turn back the clock and 
elect someone else, you can’t suddenly 
acquire bucket-loads of money and move 
away, and you can’t stop the violent acts 
that are happening as a result of how 
divided America is right now. All you 
can do is affect your immediate space 
by letting others know you are a safe 
person to be near. Perhaps it is only a 
placebo effect, and maybe you will only 
feel better superficially because you 
feel like you did something—but maybe 
it’s not about you. No, America can’t be 
fixed with safety pins, but for a Muslim 
woman in New York, entering a crowded 
public bus and seeing someone with a 
safety pin on their lapel—hopefully that 
small thing might make them feel a bit 
better, knowing that at least one person 
in that space would have their back in an 
unsavoury situation. 
#SafetyPin
öö What does it mean?
Listed: Christmas packing tips
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öö Going away this holiday? Start preparing now!
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
life & style // no. 16 theotherpress.ca
When I’m not at work, studying, or writing angry feminist 
rhetoric, I am an avid “dogspotter.”
Originally a popular Facebook 
group, Dogspotting has captured the 
hearts of over 345,000 people and 
has become a serious hobby for many 
dog enthusiasts, myself included. It’s 
a fantastic way for any dog lover to 
share pictures of doggos and woofers 
from a variety of breeds and locations. 
But what exactly is Dogspotting?
Quite simply, Dogspotting is the 
hobby of spotting random dogs. It 
requires patience, a keen eye, and above 
all, a passion for puppers. The objective 
is simple: observe a pup in its natural 
state, photograph the spot (if you are 
able, Dogspotting does not discriminate 
towards those without cameras), report 
and classify the nature of your spot to 
the Facebook group for peer scoring 
and voila! You are a Dogspotting 
professional. Pretty easy, huh?
Even if you’re not big on social 
media, taking pictures of random 
doggos is an easy hobby everyone can 
enjoy, and if you’re lucky, there may be 
some pats involved. However, there are 
some basic rules one must first take 
into account before going out into the 
world of Dogspotting to ensure it is 
fair and safe for everyone involved.
No known dogs: However cute 
this known dog may be, Dogspotting is 
about the adventure and excitement of 
finding an unexpected dog. Posting a 
picture of a known dog takes the fun out 
of finding a random dog on your own. If 
it is a dog you own, know the name of, or 
have seen many times, it is a known dog.
Dogspotting is not permitted 
where dogs are assumed to be: 
Otherwise known as ‘low-hanging 
fruit’ there is no fun in spotting when 
you know where dogs are going to be. 
This means no dog parks, vet offices, 
pet stores, dog shows, etc. There is 
no surprise in it, and it defeats the 
purpose. Dog spots should be a happy 
and unexpected surprise. No service 
dogs: They have an important job 
to do, and should not be distracted 
by desperate spotters. There are 
many other dogs in the world, so 
please avoid spotting these dogs. 
No people in photo spots: The 
best dog spots never have people in 
them. It is called Dogspotting for a 
reason. This means no selfies (unless it 
is a special case) no friends/family in 
photo spots, and no snapping pictures 
of the dog’s human. It takes the focus 
away from the spot and does not respect 
the privacy of the human. If the human 
is unavoidable, a simple sticker over 
the face or a crop out will do the trick.
Have fun!: This is the most 
important rule of Dogspotting. Spotting 
means nothing if you’re not having 
fun while doing it. Dogspotting is 
a hobby anyone can enjoy. If you’re 
anything like me and gasp whenever 
you see a dog, Dogspotting may be 
the hobby for you. What are you 
waiting for? A treat? Get it boy, get it! 
Get out there and spot some dogs.
Stuck on what to buy your favourite make-up addict? Is your friend or 
lover a complete pervert, or do they 
enjoy immensely crass things that 
would make almost everyone else blush 
and turn away? Well, luckily for you, 
Bitch Slap! Cosmetics has just launched 
their new line of highlighters, and 
believe you me, they’re a little risqué.
Available in a wide range of shades, 
the Vajjs come from the same minds 
that brought us Big Daddy Lipsticks—
you know, those lipsticks that look like 
giant dicks. Pronounced “vah-jay-jay,” 
the pressed compacts come with, you 
guessed it, a vagina imprint complete 
with a little shimmery clitoris. 
Hand-made, each pan retails for 
about $27 CAD, and is available in white, 
an extremely pale shade with silver 
undertones; pink, a rosy shade with gold 
undertones; soft bronze, a medium/olive 
tone shade with both gold and silver 
undertones; and rust bronze, a dark 
caramel shade with gold undertones. 
If you’re a bit more adventurous, 
the Vajjs also come in rainbow and 
purple—but be warned, the highlighters 
themselves are extremely pigmented!
Aside from being a fun novelty, 
the quality of the make-up is pretty on 
par with most grass-roots cosmetics 
brands. Meaning that they definitely 
work, and there is a high level of 
detail, as well as having the customer 
appeal of dealing with a small business 
rather than a big corporation.
The one criticism that the Vajjs seem 
to receive is similar to that of most hand-
pressed, independently made make-up 
palettes—the fall-out is horrendous! 
Because these powders are hand-pressed 
as opposed to machine-pressed, like 
compacts from companies like L’Oreal or 
MAC, the powder isn’t pressed as tightly, 
so once you take a brush or anything 
else to it, you’re going to have a lot of 
pigment just fall away. Luckily, the Vajjs 
are the same diameter as a MAC magnetic 
compact, so you can just pop the pan 
into one of those and any loose pigment 
will be confined, thus still usable. 
Though I probably wouldn’t 
recommend these for everyday use, 
they are something fun and different, 
so they’d make a great gift. Don’t 
like vaginas? Don’t worry, they’re 
available in scrotum versions too.
A beginners guide to ‘dogspotting’
Genitally yours…
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öö Like Pokémon Go, but real! 
öö Bitch Slap! Cosmetics releases the Vajj
Jessica Berget
Staff Writer
#DOUGLIFE
Share your photos with us on Instagram using the hashtag #DougLife, 
for a chance to be featured in the paper! 
This week’s photo is by kylief.hugstagram
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Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
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Diamonds are one of the most coveted substances in the 
world. They’re expensive, beautiful, 
and a true status symbol. Nothing 
shows that you are attractive and 
privileged like wearing a rock. 
Diamonds are also one of the biggest 
scams on the planet. Large corporations 
set up mines in the 1930s and convinced 
people that diamonds are valuable and 
rare. They’re not. Why do you think we 
have so many stores selling the damn 
things? They’re imported almost literally 
by the truckload from hard-working, 
international miners. Many diamonds 
are mined in war zones and unstable 
countries and are used to finance warfare 
and bloodshed. Although many ethical 
processes exist so that jewellers do not 
get involved with “blood diamonds,” 
the fallout and demand still contribute 
to actually ending people’s lives. 
The diamond industry is incredibly 
shallow and unethical at best, and 
immoral and life-ruining at worst. 
It’s no secret diamonds cost 
hundreds, or even thousands of 
dollars. There’s a societal and social 
expectation that a person spend this 
kind of money to show their love. There 
are so many better things one could 
spend that money on that are still great 
gifts. Five-hundred dollars can buy a 
really nice TV, a trip somewhere, or a 
lot of high-end Sephora products. 
Then there’s the really gross notion 
that the way to express love is through 
spending an amount of money equal 
to someone’s rent. You don’t prove your 
affection through spending hundreds 
on an entirely useless object that isn’t 
even rare. Diamonds are one of the 
hardest substances on Earth, but the 
commercially sold ones have almost 
no value or purpose outside of being 
molded into a fancy engagement ring. 
If you must buy jewellery, there 
are lots of precious stones that look 
just as nice. They’re much cheaper, 
more colourful, and are often far more 
ethically sourced. And if all else fails, 
cubic zirconium looks just like a diamond, 
but it isn’t! Except for a few chemical 
differences and a much lower price 
tag, they’re literally the exact same.
The jewel industry makes a lot of 
people rich, hurts a lot more people, 
and helps almost no one. It’s just sales 
associates in suits on commission trying 
to convince you that you need a useless 
small rock harvested from a literal slave 
(or at least highly underpaid worker) 
in Africa to make your engagement a 
real thing. It’s only when consumers 
stop demanding these shallow useless 
products that the diamond industry 
will stop this ridiculous market.
 O Stop normalizing and defending Donald 
Trump’s insanity
 O ‘The Simpsons’ is one of the greatest shows 
of all time
 O The unsolvable problem of the left-right 
divide
And more!
Diamonds are a hugely unethical scam  
öö Don’t buy ‘rare’ jewellery 
Cheating is generally considered to be one of the worst things one 
can do to another in a relationship.
It’s not only breaking the bonds 
of the relationship, but it’s a huge 
betrayal of a person’s trust. As anyone 
who’s been cheated on knows, it can 
create deep trust issues and emotional 
scars for years afterwards. It can negate 
the build-up of trust that sometimes 
takes years in a relationship.
But why do people cheat? What 
drives them to seek a romantic/
sexual arrangement outside of 
their established partnership?
While each situation is different, 
most cheat because they’re unsatisfied. 
They no longer find complete fulfillment 
in their current arrangement, and have to 
have their needs met through someone 
else.  Communication and honesty 
are important to any relationship, and 
that those values are usually absent 
when cheating goes on. Many cheaters 
are too cowardly or dishonest to talk 
to their partners about their needs. 
Others try, but are met with a lack of 
understanding, or even hostility. 
Not having your needs met in a 
relationship is much more common than 
one would think. One answer could be 
a non-monogamous situation, in which 
the parties are allowed to see other 
people while maintaining their existing 
relationship. These arrangements are 
becoming more common, though are 
still frowned upon or not understood 
by many. I’d be willing to bet cheating 
is a lot more common than most people 
think, too: many who cheat on their 
partners will never have the other find 
out, and many more are forgiven.
Breaking trust with your partner is 
not a good thing to do. Cheating should 
not be encouraged, but it can be justified 
if the current situation is unfixable. It’s 
important to have your needs met. If 
your partner is unable to fulfill them, 
even after clearly communicating 
the problem, is it any wonder people 
seek to find them somewhere else? 
Breaking up isn’t always the easiest 
or correct answer. It’s a lot easier to find 
someone who gives you things your 
partner can’t/won’t than it is to leave 
your partner and then seek those things 
out. It’s true what they say: breaking 
up is hard to do. Also, in some cases, a 
person is trapped in a relationship. This 
could be due to an abusive situation, or 
simply a financial/emotional dependency 
on being with someone else.
Ideally, everyone has a solid and 
healthy bond with their partner, and 
doesn’t need to cheat. Cheating is still 
questionable and downright hurtful 
in many cases. Some cheaters do it 
simply because they can, and have no 
regard for their partner’s feelings about 
it. Obviously, such cases should be 
condemned. But relationships, especially 
unfulfilling ones, are difficult things to 
navigate. Affairs happen for a reason.
öö Why people aren’t faithful  
Not all cheaters are instantly the worst 
Cazzy Lewchuk
Opinions Editor
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Opinions Editor
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I still can’t believe I’m typing this article. As we all know, Donald Trump is 
the president-elect of the United States of 
America. Barring unusual circumstances 
(and who knows, with this man) he will 
become president on January 20, 2017, 
leading a Republican-controlled House 
and Senate.
The amount of scandals and 
controversy Trump has is unparalleled 
by magnitudes by any other candidate. 
We all know the ridiculous things he said 
and did while running (the man argued 
women weren’t attractive enough for him 
to sexually assault, for God’s sake) and yet, 
he still managed to win. 
Now that he’s president-elect, people 
are still processing the reactions. How do 
we work with this man? Do we want to 
give credit to someone who’s normalized 
and encouraged hatred, racism, 
xenophobia, and sexism in a way never 
seen before? In two months, he will hold 
the position of the most powerful man 
in the world. How do we keep him under 
control and avoid America turning into a 
fascist regime, or being nuked because he 
let his temper get the best of him?
The media and individuals are 
discussing Trump in a different way now 
that he’s been elected. They’re saying to 
give him a chance, or that he can change 
in office. Naturally, none of Trump’s 
behaviour has changed since he began 
his campaign. He has already nominated 
alarming people for his staff positions. 
Most notable is Steve Bannon, a media 
mogul who runs websites frequented by 
the “alt-right” and “white nationalist” 
segments of the internet. Bannon is well-
known for his racism, anti-Semitism, and 
general misogyny. He was even charged 
with domestic violence in the past. 
Bannon is literally famous for being a 
controversial racist, but now that he’s 
chief strategist for the president-elect, 
we’re supposed to see him as okay?
Trump is still the same awful fool 
he was a couple weeks ago. He may have 
the power, but he’s still a loose cannon 
and not someone we should normalize. 
Quite recently, he paid off $25 million in 
a class-action lawsuit to victims of his 
fraudulent school, “Trump University.” 
Such a move for the president is insane, 
but it’s normal for Trump. The man has 
literally admitting to ripping people off 
and working with full-on racists, yet we’re 
supposed to “give him a chance.” That’s 
not even getting into the controversies 
he’s already invoked when running.
Trump is also working on keeping 
his business empire flowing while 
governing, and has appointed his children 
as members of his transition team. He 
continues to tell blatant lies (such as 
taking credit for a factory not moving 
to Mexico, when it was never moving 
in the first place), throw tantrums, and 
behave in ways no sane human—let along 
the president—ever should. He’s been 
taking phone calls with foreign leaders 
on unsecure lines without being briefed, 
another unethical and unheard-of thing 
for a president-elect to do. 
Trump and his supporters have 
normalized so many ridiculous and 
terrible things. We need to continue 
rightfully fighting these things. Indeed, 
we need to hold Trump more accountable 
than ever with his newfound power. Most 
of us were against everything he stood 
for before the election ended. We need 
to continue that voice, and challenge 
the president-elect every step of the way. 
Just because someone is president-elect 
doesn’t mean they deserve any more 
respect than necessary, nor that they 
should be allowed to continue their 
destructive behaviour.
Stop normalizing and defending 
Donald Trump’s insanity
öö He is still as awful as last week 
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Opinions Editor
We can all agree that human rights are important. 
Protecting basic dignity, respect, 
and the safety of others is something 
we’re all on board with. Human rights are 
perhaps the most fundamental value there 
is. We’re all human, and we all deserve 
basic compassion in the way we treat 
others (and thus, how we would like to be 
treated).
There are some very terrible people 
in the world. People who horrifically 
abuse others, who have zero regard for 
anyone else’s well-being. Often they are 
sociopathic or psychopathic, literally 
incapable of feeling any remorse. In a 
perfect world, these people wouldn’t exist. 
In a just world, they’d all be locked away 
or otherwise incapacitated so they can’t 
harm anyone else.
It’s easy to say that these people don’t 
deserve human rights. They’ve shown 
no regard for the rights of others, often 
on many occasions—why shouldn’t they 
deserve the same treatment? It’s especially 
easy to be in this mindset if the person’s 
behaviour is truly heinous, or if they’ve 
specifically hurt you, or someone you love. 
But like it or not, human rights, by 
definition, apply to everybody. The law 
protects all of us, and it’s not fair to break 
the law just because someone else did 
the same thing. Most human rights laws 
include a right to life—in areas with the 
death penalty, that right is broken. If you 
committed a certain crime (usually, but 
not always, murder), you are not deserving 
of the right to life in the eyes of the state. 
I believe the death penalty is unjust and 
flawed in many ways, but that’s a whole 
different article to write.
Many awful people live incarcerated 
in prisons that deny them basic human 
rights. This could include the right to 
adequately hygienic conditions, food, 
dignity, or a safe environment. Some argue 
that torture is justified on certain people 
to obtain information, or to punish them 
for their actions. No one deserves to be 
tortured, and to suggest this mindset 
lowers us to a level of the condemned.
When you suggest a murderer does 
not deserve to live, you are denying them 
of their human right to life. When you 
express hope that a rapist gets raped 
in jail, you are suggesting there are 
circumstances where raping someone is 
justified. When you suggest someone who 
beat someone brutally should be brutally 
beaten, you’re denying them the human 
right of safety and protection from assault.
Look—these are bad people. Frankly, 
to us, these people are the lowest of the 
low, and probably do deserve to be treated 
in the ways they treated others. But a 
human rights code includes everyone, and 
that includes the bad apples. If we want 
to create a world where everyone is given 
fair treatment, we need to treat everyone 
fairly. 
Even the horrible criminals who don’t 
deserve it.
Cazzy Lewchuk
Opinions Editor
Human rights belong to everyone
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öö Even the worst people
opinions // no. 20 theotherpress.ca
The jolt to the American political system after Trump’s win can’t be 
understated. The effects will be studied 
in political science journals for decades. 
It demonstrates the biggest defining 
feature of western democracy: People 
in rural and urban communities vote 
differently. Big city people trend left; 
small town people trend right. This 
seems obvious, but until a few weeks 
ago, people weren’t questioning why 
this divide exists, if it still has a purpose 
in a modern democracy, and how we 
on the left can build bridges across it. 
It’s big here in Canada, too. It’ll 
be impossible to avoid next election. 
If we want to keep our own political 
system safe from the hateful rhetoric 
of American presidential campaigns, 
we need to look at why Trump 
became as popular as he did. 
People on both sides are missing 
out on the fact that small towns and 
large cities are completely different 
environments with completely different 
needs. Why would a farmer in central 
Saskatchewan 
care about 
obscure 
environmental 
regulation when 
he could lose his 
house because 
of falling crop 
prices? Why 
would a banker 
in downtown 
Vancouver 
care about 
interprovincial 
highway maintenance when she 
can’t afford the cost of living?
But those are just the easy dilemmas, 
the economic stuff. The truth is harder: 
Rural and urban social beliefs are pretty 
much incompatible the way they are. Gay 
marriage, transgender rights, and racial 
inequality issues are at the forefront of 
all left-leaning political discussion, and 
the opposition of those are major talking 
points in the right. We can’t appeal to 
a farmer on 
the grounds of 
subsidizing food 
prices if his views 
on gay marriage 
are completely 
counteractive 
to the left’s. 
We can 
barely discuss 
getting rural 
votes without it 
devolving into a 
very legitimate 
and important argument about social 
politics. But is it something that can be 
avoided? The beliefs of that farmer can 
be incredibly damaging to gay people, 
feeding the homophobia prevalent 
around small towns. But without the 
vote of that small town farmer, more 
and more constituents could flip in 
the oncoming alt-right storm. 
We can convince traditionally right-
wing people to vote Liberal or NDP in 
Canada if we appeal to the economy. 
It helped win the Liberals a majority 
this past Canadian election. But that 
may be only a temporary fix. The rise 
of Trump’s uncomfortably effective and 
insane style of aggressive politics will 
leak over here eventually. How can we 
attract rural voters to our side, without 
compromising the social beliefs that focus 
on minorities and the underprivileged? 
If we just focus on economically 
attracting voters, we lose out on 
discussion. But engaging in that 
discussion can, as we saw in the States, 
chase them farther right. I don’t think 
there’s an easy answer here, if there is an 
answer at all. Whatever the American 
left did this year didn’t work, so we’ll 
need our own solution. We only have 
a few years left to figure it out.
I love The Simpsons.We all do. There are very few 
people who did not grow up watching 
and enjoying at least a few episodes of 
that yellow cartoon family. It’s arguably 
the most popular TV show of all time. 
Homer and Bart are international 
icons, instantly recognizable with 
their odd hairstyles and four fingers. 
Hardcore Simpsons fans (or anyone 
who caught any episode aired after 2000 
or so) knows that the later seasons do 
not match the Golden Era. In fact, some 
of them are downright awful. (I mean, 
who could forget the episode where 
Lady Gaga visits Springfield and does a 
duet with Lisa? It’s just not the same as 
Marge opposing the Monorail.) Different 
showrunners and writers have contributed 
to this dip in quality, with many having 
written the show off long ago.
Despite the later episodes not being 
so great, it’s still a pretty wonderful 
show. It’s my all-time favourite show, 
and I’d argue, one of the best shows 
of all time. If for nothing else, it’s the 
popularity. There are so many phrases, 
images, and references immortalized by 
The Simpsons. Broadcasted all around 
the world, it’s a show that brings us 
all together. It’s relatable and human, 
while still being an outrageous cartoon 
world that is chock full of satire.
No show will ever have the success or 
recognition that The Simpsons has. Never 
again will a comedy (especially a cartoon!) 
be so universally appealing and beloved. 
The cast is unlike anything ever seen on 
TV: hundreds of residents of Springfield, 
each memorable and distinct, voiced by 
one of the best casts of any show, ever. 
Most of the voice cast do many characters, 
and perfecting and maintaining those 
voices for 30 years is no easy feat.
Julie Kavner, the voice of Marge 
(as well as every other member of the 
Bouvier family), refuses to do the voice 
outside of the studio. “The audience 
sees these characters as real people,” she 
said. It’s true: we’ve all known Marge 
Simpson for years. Her voice, hairstyle, 
and desperate attempts to keep her family 
together have touched our hearts for 
decades. It’s a show about the Simpsons, 
but every other Springfield resident has 
a story explored that we can remember. 
They’re walking stereotypes, but they’re 
also three-dimensional, honest, and all 
too real. We all know a little boy like 
Milhouse. We all know a Jeff Albertson 
(better known as Comic Book Guy). 
The Simpsons is unparalleled in 
the story and world it’s created. Even 
if they ran out of ideas long ago, it’s 
still the same Springfield we know 
and love. Many say the show should 
be cancelled and put out of its misery. 
Personally, I think it should keep going 
until the beloved main voice cast die. 
They’ll never stop The Simpsons! 
Have no fear; we’ve got stories for years!
öö No program will ever leave such a legacy 
‘The Simpsons’ is one of the 
greatest shows of all time
Cazzy Lewchuk
Opinions Editor
öö We need to prepare for the worst in Canadian politics
The unsolvable problem of 
the left-right divide
Greg Waldock
Staff Writer
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 O Local man creates stirring art installation: 
‘Large Truck, Small Car Spot’
 O Woman falls in love with persistent man 
after 84th unanswered text 
 O Unfamiliar shower gothic
And more!
On January 20, Kylie Jenner uploaded a video to her official 
YouTube channel called “Kylie Up 
Close: My 2016 Resolutions.” 
Seated on a leather cushion by 
the fireplace, sipping a cup of hot 
cocoa and looking cosy in her grey 
sweater, Kylie greeted the camera: 
“Hey guys! I just wanted to answer a 
few questions from you guys about 
2016. Like, I feel like every year has 
a new energy. And I feel like this 
year is really about, like… the year of 
realizing stuff. Everyone all around 
me, we’re all just realising things.”  
The clip eventually circulated 
around social media, and Kylie 
Jenner became a laughing stock. 
The Mirror titled their article “Kylie 
Jenner is mocked for cringe-worthy 
video revealing her New Year’s 
resolutions.” Many members of the 
public seemed to agree, and made 
their own comments along the 
same lines in social media posts. 
Fast forward, and we are now 
approaching the end of 2016. We 
can definitely say that so much 
has happened. The video surfaced 
again and people in social media 
are now swallowing the bitter pill. 
People are denouncing their earlier 
remarks and admitting that Kylie 
Jenner may have been right. 
A text post from Tumblr made by 
Nosi read in all capital letters, “KYLIE 
WARNED US AND WE ALL LAUGHED 
AT HER.” Fabian commented on the 
post saying, “How many more things 
do we have to realise before we’ve had 
enough.” Tammy said, “Kylie Jenner 
wasn’t fucking around when she said 
2016 was the year of realization… We 
realized the world is ending.” It’s true. 
Great Britain exited the European 
Union, Harambe died, Trump became 
president, and other unthinkable 
events actually became reality. Wake 
up and smell the coffee! This is the 
reality we live in. It took us an entire 
year to see a series of “what the fuck 
just happened” to realize this.
People on twitter have been 
tweeting at Kylie things like “Sorry for 
making fun of you. you were right and 
we should have listened to you” and 
“I’ve realised so many things this year. 
Kylie was right.” It is unknown if Kylie 
has seen the tweets, but we can be 
sure that she has been doing her daily 
rituals to enhance her clairvoyance. 
After all, there was a small mistake 
in her prophecy. She ended the video 
saying: “2016, looking good.” And 
clearly that does not seem to be the 
case. However, we really can’t crucify 
her for that, because even great people 
make mistakes. She is only giving us the 
probability of what is likely to happen. 
Just look at what the polls said before 
the American presidential election. 
So what does this mean about 
2017? People have now been making 
guesses on what next year has in store 
for the world. Maybe it will be the 
year of facing these realizations. Now 
that we have realized so many things 
this year, the only logical explanation 
is to take action for these things we 
have realized. We will have to wait to 
see what Prophet Kylie Jenner says.
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Staff Writer
Kylie Jenner is the modern 
prophet of society
öö The prophet we need but not one we deserve
by David Manky, Senior Columnist
humour // no. 22 theotherpress.ca
After five months of what some might call “loving attentiveness,” and police 
might call “relentless stalking,” local 
woman Irma Gird has finally returned the 
affections of Jonathan Kreep, even going 
so far as to accept his wedding proposal 
and become the man’s fiancée.
“It took a while to open my eyes, 
I guess,” said Gird in a blog post last 
Thursday. “Nearly half a year, in fact. 
Good thing he literally never stopped 
texting me for even a day or two, or I 
might have missed my chance entirely.”
The unlikely pair met at a local pub 
back in June.
“I saw her having fun with her 
friends, you know, just having a good 
time, and I knew,” said Kreep on his 
own Facebook account. “You can just 
tell when someone’s meant to be with 
you, you know? I mean, sure, she didn’t 
look like she wanted to talk to anyone 
aside from the people she was with, but 
I decided to interrupt anyway, to try get 
her number.”
“I tried to give him a fake number,” 
admitted Gird. “But very luckily he was 
astute enough to immediately try to 
call me afterwards, so I had to give him 
my real one. It totally wasn’t creepy at 
all, and was in fact totally normal and 
reasonable human behaviour.”
Gird was apparently eager to return 
to her normal life and forget ever meeting 
Kreep, but fate (and Kreep) intervened. 
“I texted her the very next day,” said 
Kreep. “I mean, when you want to live the 
rest of your life with someone, you want 
to start immediately, right? Wait, I think 
that’s a line from When Harry Met Sally. 
Am I allowed to say that in a fake news 
article?”
“He didn’t know anything about me,” 
said Gird. “All he knew was what my face 
looked like. But he was convinced we 
were soulmates. Obviously I was kind of 
wigged out at first, but then I started to 
wonder. Like, maybe he knew something 
I didn’t. Still, I didn’t answer his texts at 
first because I didn’t want to encourage 
him.”
“I’m very hard to discourage,” said 
Kreep. “I see an unanswered text, I think, 
‘Great, maybe I need to try another 
angle.’ So I did. Eighty-four times. There’s 
that quote from Thomas Edison about 
the light bulb and everything, and how 
you need to keep trying… I really hold 
it near and dear to my heart. Especially 
when it comes to women who won’t 
immediately give me what I want.”
“That whole persistence thing was 
a big plus for me,” said Gird. “I mean, 
who doesn’t want to feel like they’re 
being constantly pursued by someone 
they have no interest in, despite their 
obvious disinterest? It was so incredibly 
flattering! After a while, I found I just 
couldn’t say no.”
The wedding of Kreep and Gird is set 
for never, because this did not and will 
not ever happen. Persistence is creepy. 
Knock it off.
The art world was shaken to its core last weekend when a public 
art installation was discovered 
in the underground parking lot 
of a local movie theatre.
“We were just trying to find a 
place to park,” said the discoverer of 
the masterpiece, Michael Angelo. “I 
mean, we just had a little sedan, it 
shouldn’t have been too hard, right? 
But then we turned the corner and 
saw… well, I can’t even describe it. It 
has to be experienced in person.”
The “it” that Angelo referred 
to in his statement is an enormous 
Dodge Ram truck parked in a space 
meant for small vehicles. The area 
is now roped off and declared 
protected as a work of public art.
“Whoever did this, they’re calling 
him ‘Big-Car Banksy,’” said Angelo. 
“Or at least I’m calling him ‘Big-Car 
Banksy.’ And who knows, he might not 
even be a guy. He could be a she or a 
they or something. The air of mystery 
around the artist really adds some extra 
flavour to the whole thing, you know?”
While many are lauding this as a 
provocative piece of post-modernism, 
a blend of performance and industrial 
deco art, others are skeptical that 
this display counts as art at all. 
“Clearly some asshole just parked 
his big-ass truck in a tiny-ass car spot 
that’s clearly labelled for tiny-ass 
cars,” said one witness. “These people 
exist, okay? I’ve got one back at my 
apartment complex. There’s nothing 
artsy about it. It’s just inconsiderate.”
Those that agree with this sentiment 
have begun a petition online to have the 
truck removed, and the owner fined (or at 
the very least, heavily scolded). However, 
SFU Fine Arts professor Iva Hack had a 
different take on the matter entirely.
“In many visual art disciplines, we 
learn to take the piece of work out of 
the context of the artists’ intentions,” 
said Hack in an editorial submitted to 
Vancouver Artsy Farts Weekly. “Instead, 
we ask questions about the work itself. 
Questions such as: Does it elicit an 
emotional reaction? Is there meaning? 
Is there an absence of meaning? Viewed 
through these lenses, regardless of 
whether or not the artist intended it to 
be so, this ill-advised parking job has 
now transformed into real, visceral art.”
When asked how he felt 
about this analysis, Angelo seemed 
appreciative of Hack’s comments. 
“I guess the best part of all this is that 
if it was just someone being wildly 
inconsiderate, now their truck is roped 
off and inaccessible,” Angelo said. 
“Whoever it was, they can’t get back to 
their truck without everyone watching 
them. It’s the ultimate walk of shame, 
and I think that’s just beautiful.”
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öö Critics unable to decide if man is genius or just an asshole
Local man creates stirring art installation: 
‘Large Truck, Small Car Spot’
Rebecca Peterson
Humour Editor
öö ‘It only took five months for him to turn my ‘no’ into a ‘yes,’’ says bride-to-be
Woman falls in love with persistent 
man after 84th unanswered text
issue 12 // volume 43 humour // no. 23
This is not your bathroom, and you are afraid.
It is not your bathroom, but it is the 
only option, unless you want to spend 
the next three days in a state of greasy 
despondency. You are going to have to 
learn how to use the shower.
This is not your shower.
“It’s easy,” said the shower guardian, 
only hours before, as they showed you 
around the place. Where the towels 
are, which drawer belongs to whom, 
where the Q-Tips are kept. The shower 
guardian, who manipulated the knobbery 
and faucet shenanigans with such deft 
skill and ease, is no longer present. The 
shower guardian has, in fact, fucked off 
for greener pastures, leaving you here to 
deal with the Gordian knot of plumbing 
hardware before you. 
You are afraid. 
You know, logically, that the shower 
cannot do you much harm. You know, 
logically, that you cannot do the shower 
much harm in return. Still, part of you 
figures that if anyone is going to die by 
accidentally causing an otherwise benign 
showerhead to explode like a grenade, 
causing shrapnel to imbed itself into 
bathroom tile and flesh alike, it’s going to 
be you.
It’s one of those showers where there 
is only one knob, and the hot and cold 
labels are not clearly identified. You have 
no idea how to actually make the water 
start flowing.
It becomes the Devil’s game of Bop-
It, as you twist and pull and flick and 
shake and sob to no avail. There is still no 
water, and you are still no smarter than 
a fifth grader. You sit down on the edge 
of the bathtub with a sigh, your knee 
knocking into the shower fuckery. 
You are instantly drenched in a 
freezing cold downpour.
After letting loose a screamed curse 
that could easily be heard from space, 
you tumble out of the stream of glacial 
water and begin fiddling with the taps 
and knobs again, trying desperately to 
improve the temperature. The shower 
swings wildly from Antarctica to the 
Fires of Mount Doom and back again, 
all the while you try to avoid catching 
frostbite and receiving third degree 
burns, almost simultaneously. Eventually 
you settle on a temperature that is just 
a bit colder, or just a bit hotter than you 
would like.
The shower stream is not what you’re 
used to. It either feels like a bare misting 
of rain against your shoulder blades, or 
a violently sadistic German masseuse 
named Grenda taking out her anger 
management problems on your back 
muscles for $150 an hour. Either way, you 
don’t like it. You don’t like it at all.
Finally, you feel just clean enough 
to interact with humanity again, and you 
turn to shut off the steady flow of rapidly 
cooling water.
Except… you don’t know how to turn 
it off. You turned it on by accident in the 
first place. 
So you stand there, burned and frozen 
and drenched and soapy, and you 
know that when the shower guardian 
eventually returns, all they will find is a 
tiny, shrivelled, prune of a human. There 
will be nothing left of you. The shower 
has won.
Unfamiliar shower gothic
öö Staring deep into the void of the unknown          
Rebecca Peterson
Humour Editor
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